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TIME & 
DATE 

21/02/03 

07/03/03 

08/03/03 

BY WHOM 

SIO 

D/SIO 

SIO 

DECISION REASON DECISION PAGE APPENDIx 
NO. NO. 
01 1 Respond to Alexander Harris 

On the 18/2/03 an email was 
received from Alexander Harris on 
behalf of Ann Alexander. This 
raised objection in respect of a 
Press Release of the HQ & I.O.W 
SHA. Today I have responded both 
to Ann Alexander of AH and All of 
the various family members. 

Summary 

Code A ihas formally prepared a 
-slxninrarybf case. This has 
necessary mentioned the identifies 
of various individuals. This 
document was prepared to assist 
Counsel. The same document will 
be the basis of the presentation to 
the Experts. It will, however, have 
any reference to any medical or 
other individuals removed with the 
exception of patients. Copy 
attached. 

Family Group Updates 

Should the investigation arrive at a 

We have worked extremely hard to 
develop and promote our relationship 
with Family Groups and AH. This is 
to meet our obligations with 
deceased families and to support our 
investigation - all in an ethical way. 
AH mistakenly challenges us. The 
letters (attached) explains our 
position and I think it only right to 
write to each person. 

As far as we are concerned there are 
no suspects. We are investigating the 
circumstances in question and 
seeking to ascertain if a crime has 
been committed and if so, by whom. 
We seek to avoid contaminating 
others minds and will always 
emphasise the need to retain open 
minds. 

To ensure the F.G are provided with 
information from those best able to 
explain it in line with our 

02 

03 

2 

3 

Appendix 15 - Letter 
sent to Family Group 
Members re Press Release 
of 17/02/03. 

Appendix 16 - Briefing 
document by DS Kenny. 

24 



DATE 

10/03/03 

12~3~3 

D/SIO 

D/SIO 

conclusion that does not support 
prosecution - and that conclusion 
was based upon medical 
factors/legal factors. The SIO 
would seek to have a member of 
both the Medical Team and CPS to 
assist convey the message at the FG 
meeting. This Policy does not seek 
to suggest a view as to the evidence, 
either way. Merely to seek to plan 
out our contingencies for all 
potential outcomes. 

Matrix for Clinical Team 
Assessment 

Attached is a form devised by the 
Team of Experts to assist the 
process attached. The Team of 
Experts will refer themselves as 
"The Clinical Team". 

Exhibit Management 

[.__�..od_e__A___i(Exh/Disc) wishes to 
convene a meeting with the 
Investigation and Exhibit Officers 
in respect of the previous GWMH 

investigation. Our investigation is 

being managed on HOLMES II, the 
previous was managed on a 

MIRSAP paper system. On a 

undertaking to keep families 
informed. 

To enable the Clinical Team to chart 
and consider each case in a 
consistent and methodical manner. 

NO. 

04 

NO. 

4 

To maintain a professional and 
ethical investigation in a way 
investigative areas. 

05 5 

HCO000638-0005 

Appendix 17 - Screening 
Form 
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DATE 

19/03/03 

14/04/03 

15/04/03 

SIO 

sIO 

D/SIO 

NO.    NO. 

precautionary b a s i ~ ~ffff.C-.O~ ~-fA.-fff] 
wishes to meet with his colleagues 
to ensure the transfer is completed 
in a professional basis and that 
errors in continuity are avoided. 

Interviewing Medical Staff 

Whilst the Clinical Team are 
conducting a review of the medical 
records the time has now arrived to 
I/V all the identified staff. To 
facilitate the process the Rochester 
Team will employ an Aide 
Memoire. This will be devised and 
agreed by the SIO and a copy duly 
adhered thereto. All interviewing 
will be done on a witness basis and 
with the rights and concerns of the 
individuals being fully recognised. 

Victimology Profile 

Within the investigation a 
Victimology Profile will be 
undertaken by an Analyst in respect 
of each of the deceased. 

FCO Review 

On the 14/4/03 a meeting was held 
with SIO an D/SIO with Ann 

To ensure best evidence is secured in 
a consistent and professional manner. 
Prior notice will allow staff to take 
both legal and professional body 
advice. 

In order to identify commonalities 
within the deceased including 
physical, geographical, financial and 
Circumstantial. 

06 

07 

08 & 09 

6 

7 

8&9 

HCO000638-0006 

Appendix 18 - Aide 
Memoire for interviews. 
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DATE 
Alexander an issue was raised 
regarding events being evenly and 
con_siste_nt! .y_.r_e!ayed to FGM’s by 

........ _�_o_d_._e_._A_. ...... j. Additionally[codoA] 
.................. ~q’s ........... L._..�o.fl.e.A .j spare capacity is 5emg 
shared with Operation Ore. 
Decision 

~ to continue as FCO 
despite his involvement in Op Ore. 
It is considered that his deployment 
on Ore will still allow him to act as 
FCO due to the limited time 
actually needed to perform FCO 
duties. This will be reviewed to 
ensure that the proposal works 
effectively. A bulletin will be 
prepared by D/SIO OIC for benefit 
of FGM. This will provide 
information on relevant events 
within investigation. Only 
information on bulletin will be 
conveyed to FGM’s and will be 
delivered by post with all FGM’s. 

........ _C_o_d_e___A_ ....... jwill only meet with 
FGM’s by prior appointment and 
with agreement of D/SIO or OIC. 
He will continue to be available for 
contact by FGM’s if asked at any 
point to comment beyond the scope 
of bulletin or existing common 
knowledge he must refer to D/SIO 
or OIC before a response is given. 

NO. NO. 

HCO000638-0007 
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TIME & 
DATE 

26/04/03 

08/05/03 

BY WHOM 

SIO 

D/SIO 

DECISION 

The Management Team are 
satisfied that KiTiTiTi-c-i~-.d-.ei-~71717fj will be 
able to continue to provide the same 
level of service in his role as FCO 
whilst co-employed on Op Ore. 
This is based on the fact that in 
recent weeks his spare capacity has 
been gainfully employed within the 
MIR doing non FCO duties and this 
has not, in any way, detracted from 
his FCO function. The 
Management Team do not intend to 
raise concern within the FGM by 
notifying them ofi Code A is 
shared deployment7 ............................... 

Victimology Policy 

Following the meeting with the 
Clinical Team on the 26/4/03 and 
the discussion re Victimology 
issues SIO now takes the view that 
we should hold off on any further 
work in that regard. 

Agreed Bulletin 

REASON 

. 

. 

. 

The Clinical Team are 
themselves identifying 
commonalities across patients 
who cause them concern. 
Professor Baker may himself 
identify such issues in his 
work. 
In any event we will need the 
Clinical Team to have input 
into defining the variances to 
be analysed. This would divert 

them at this time from their 
core task. 

To ensure FGM are kept conversant 
with progress and developments of 

DECISION 
NO. 

10 

11 

PAGE 
NO. 

10 

11 

HCO000638-0008 

APPENDIX 

Appendix 19 - Bulletin 
and covering letter. 
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TIME & BY WHOM DECISION REASON DECISION PAGE 
DATE NO. NO. 

investigation. 

13/05/03 

14/05/03 

D/SIO 

SIO 

As per 15/04/03 page 08 a bulletin 
has been prepared for the benefit of 
the FGM. A copy is attached hereto 
with covering letter. Both SIO and 
Ann Alexander have had sight prior 
to dispatch. 

FCO - TOR Amended 

Further to 15/04/03 pages 8-9 the 
TOR in respect of i ......... -a;aa-a ......... i 
have been varied to take account of 
prevailing circumstances and need 
(attached). 

PACE Order 

On the 14/04/03 SIO and D/SIO 
met with Ann Alexander. She 
revealed that a friend of hers called 
Lois Rogers was a journalist for the 
Sunday Times and had information 
that may assist Police. In 
accordance with our Media Policy 
SIO arranged for us to meet Lois 
Rogers and S.T Lawyer Patricia 
Burge at NSY today. The S.T’s 
possess information that may assist 
investigation. This would only be 
made available to Police until a 
PACE Order. Therefore a PACE 
Order will be applied for. 

To support investigation and Family 
Group Members as per Policy. 

We were allowed to hear a tape 
recording made by Ms Rogers. It 
appeared to contain speech from Mr 
Barton and possibly Dr Barton. 
Whereas Dr Barton is not a suspect 
potential lines of enquiry did arise 
from the tape of Ms Rogers notes. In 
order to ensure all reasonable lines of 
enquiry are conducted it is necessary 
to secure this potential evidence. Ms 
Rogers is heavily pregnant and in 
order to ensure this process is 
conducted with Ms Rogers present - 
should that need arise - then the 
PACE order process should start now 
before Ms Rogers commences 
maternity leave. 

12 

13 & 14 

12 

13- 14 

HCO000638-0009 

APPENDIX 

Appendix 20 - Varied 
Terms of Reference and 
Risk Assessment. 
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TIME & BY WHOM DECISION REASON DECISION PAGE 
DATE NO. NO. 

27/05/03 

04~6~3 

D/SIO 

D/SIO 

Media Policy 

On the 25/5/03 an article appeared 
in the Sunday Times written by 
Lois Rogers. There was no Police 
corroboration despite what article 
indicated. (Copy attached). In our 
Media Department we have been 
asked to confirm:- 

1. Number of deaths. 
2. Occurrence and proposed date 

of FGM meeting. 
Decision 
We will confirm deaths being 
investigated as 61 (total 62 cases - 

1 survivor) and that a meeting will 
be held in due course. Additionally 
to ensure the Strategic Health 
Authority are advised in advance. 
Copy of authorising email attached. 
*I will advise the FGM in the next 
bulletin that we did not collaborate 
with this article. 

Clinical Team - Co-ordinator 

Mrs Julie Bond is employed as the 

Business Manager at the Sheffield 

University Medico - Legal Centre, 
with responsibility in respect of 

To maintain Media Policy and retain 
confidence and discretion of FGM 
and partners, whilst maintaining 
investigative integrity. 

To obtain external skills to facilitate 
both contract development for C/T 
and provide co-ordinating role. This 
will add to the transparency and 
integrity of our Policy. 

15 

16 & 17 

15 

16- 17 

HCO000638-0010 

APPENDIX 

Appendix 21 - Article 
from Sunday Times. 
Email from Hampshire 
Constabulary Media 
Services Department. 
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TIME & 
DATE 

20/06/03 

BY WHOM 

SIO 

DECISION 

Prof. Forrest. She has provided 
assistance in advancing the contract 
issues in respect of the Clinical 
Team (CT). 
I have decided that this issue is 
protracted and ongoing and it is 
only reasonable to secure Ms Bonds 
services on a more formal basis. I 
have asked her to become the CT 
Co-ordinator. This role is intended 
to support Prof. Forrest in his 
capacity of Team Leader. She will 
be able to progress the contract 
issues from a knowledgeable and 
independent perspective. It is 
appropriate that payment be made 
for this service, but at a rate less 
than the professional CT members. 
Ms Bond will be required to attend 
CT meeting and facilitate the 
process. She will be expected to 
work with E[~d.~[~-~[~in to advice 
contracts to the point of signing and 
agreeing as Policy. 

Clinical Team - Professor Forrest 

Prof. Forrest is the Team Leader of 
the Rochester Clinical Team. He 
has, however, a vast case load 
outside this investigation. This 

REASON DECISION PAGE 
NO. NO. 

18-20 To ensure Clinical Team are focused 
in appropriate fashion in areas of 

expertise. Our process is developing 
and will be flexible to meet needs of 
investigation whilst remaining 

transparent, ethical and professional. 

18, 19 & 20 

HCO000638-0011 

APPENDIX 
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TIME & BY WHOM DECISION REASON DECISION PAGE 
DATE NO. NO. 

inevitably impinges on his ability to 
complete case work as anticipated. 
This has provoked a review of our 
process. It has become apparent 
that such a review has identified an 
opportunity to improve the process. 
Professor Forrest has 2 specific 
roles 1) Team Leader, 2. 
Toxicology. His role in assessing 
the 12 cases is, to some extent, 
secondary to the rest of the CT. 2 
key issues arise in respect of any 
patient treatment. Was that 
treatment appropriate. If not, did it 
cause harm or death. The 1st issue 
is subject primarily to the 
assessment of the C/T. The 2nd 

issue will be more for the 
assessment of Professor Forrest. 
Professor Forrest has also had some 
operating difficulties with the 
technology. 
Decision 
Professor Forrest’s role will be 
refined as:- 
1. Team Leader, Co-ordinator. 
2. Not to provide analysis of the 

62 case records but 
3. To be present at CT meetings 

to co-ordinate review and 
noting and thereby maintain 
knowledge of cases. 

32 

HCO000638-0012 
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TIME& 
DATE 

08/07/03 

09/07/03 

10/07/03 

BY WHOM 

D/SIO 

D/SIO 

D/SIO 

DECISION 

4. To report on those cases 
identified by the C/T as being 
worthy of such a review. 

5. To provide reports/statements. 
i15[[~16~0~i¢-~-[[~] and Ms Bond will 
adjust his contract to reflect varied 
role. All contracts will be subject to 
Policy when prepared. 

Agreed Bulletin No. 2 

Attached is FGM No. 2. Also 
covering letter. Also sent out but 
not attached a FGM meeting reply 
slip. 
Reference was made in the Media 
section to the Sunday Times article 

of 2515103 (as per page 15 2715103). 

Clinical Team Meeting 

It is proposed to hold the next 
Clinical Team Meeting at the 
Marriott Hotel, Northampton on the 
6-7/09/03. The Courtyard is pre 
booked without capacity. 
This is the review meeting for all 62 
cases therefore it would be 
appropriate to have the Rochester 
Team present. 

SHA & PCT Update 

REASON 

Maintain positive and informative 
communication with the FGM. 

DECISION 
NO. 

21 

PAGE 
NO. 

21 

To manage the process of analysis in 
a professional manner. 

22 

To ensure key identified members of 23 

22 

23 

HCO000638-0013 

APPENDIX 

Appendix 22 - Bulletin 
No. 2, covering letter. 

Appendix 23 - Draft 
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TIME & BY WHOM DECISION REASON DECISION PAGE 

DATE NO. NO. 
letter to SHA and PCT. 

05/08/03 

14/08/03 

D/SIO 

SIO 

I have drafted a letter to update the 
start of the SHA and PCT as 
attached. 

Budget 

A significant resource has been set 
aside to fund the patient records 
analysis by the Clinical Team and 
others. 
I have prepared a flow chart 
explaining the payment process. 

(Attached). 

Field Fisher Waterhouse - 
Mathew Lohn 

Mathew Lohn is a partner of Field 
Fisher & Waterhouse, the SIO has 
identified the investigative 
usefulness of employing Mr Lohn 
to assist and advise the investigation 
team. Mr Lohn is both medically 
and legally qualified. His role is 
separate and distinct from that of 
the CPS, whose decisions in respect 
of prosecution are un in practicable. 
Mr Lohn will assist in investigation 
and interview strategy as sought by 
the SIO. DI Niven and iL~�_~9~-e_~j 
will visit Mr Lohn and provide him 

partner agencies are updated to an 
appropriate level. 

To ensure all understand the payment 
mapping process, in an open and 
ethical manner, cognisant on the 
protection of the public purse. 

The circumstances of the GWMH 
require the investigation team to act 
in a professional and ethical manner, 
and to gather evidence within the 
medical field. To employ specialist 
advisors to assist is both sensible and 
in line with current national thinking. 

24 

25 

24 

25 

HCO000638-0014 

APPENDIX 

Appendix 24 - Flow 
Chart explaining payment 
process. 
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TIME & BY WHOM DECISION REASON DECISION PAGE 
DATE NO. NO. 

with a briefing and establish 
costings. 

26/08/03 SIO Meeting - SIO 1. 26 26 

01~9~3 SIO 

It has been decided to inform 
Mr Ian Barker, Solicitor to Dr 
Jane Barton that it is likely to 
be necessary to interview her 
again at some point in the 
future. 
In May it was agreed to hold a 
FGM in the Autumn. The 
date is to be the 11/9/03. The 
DCC intends to be present in 
order to brief some of the 
attendees as to the progress of 
PSD matter. Mr Watts will 

. 

. 

liaise with the DCC to 
establish clear TOR. 

FFW Fees 

DI Niven visited FFW Mathew 
Lohn on the 14/8/03 and provided a 
briefing - Mr Lohn subsequently 
provided a draft contract with 
charges list. 
The SIO has authorised DI Niven to 
negotiate with Mr Lohn as to his 
proposed fees in order to secure 
some economics to the public purse. 

. 

The investigation is of a long 

term duration out of necessity. 
It is both a reasonable and 
humane act to update Dr 
Barton’s Lawyers as far as it 
ethical and reasonable. 
To ensure clear demarcation 
exist remain as previous issues 
and Op Rochester. 

It is always appropriate to secure best 

value. Any agreed fee must be 

cognisant of the need to protect the 
public purse whilst equally 
acknowledging the realistic cost of 
quality service. 

27 27 

HCO000638-0015 

APPENDIX 
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TIME& 
DATE 

BY WHOM DECISION REASON DECISION 
NO. 

PAGE 
NO. 

02/09/03 SIO Legal Representation - Dr Barton 28 28 

03/09/03 

Today the SIO and D/SIO visited 
Mr Barker as per Policy 26/8/03. 
Mr Barker was grateful for the 

update. 
1. It was agreed that Police 

would not object to him 
informing Dr Barton of the 
visit should he consider that 
advisable. 

2. It was agreed that he would 
be updated in the future 
subject to investigative 
appropriateness. 

DCC Attendance TOR 

The SIO has spoken with DCC 
Readhead and agreed attached 

terms of reference. (Attached). 

Clinical Team Meeting 

The Clinical Team is taking place. 
Mr Mathew Lohn is present. In 
discussion with SIO and D/SIO it 

has been agreed to consider:- 
1. Adopting a strategy that 

allows for the conclusions of 
the analytical work done by 

To ensure that we act in a manner 
that is reasonable to all without 
compromising course of 

investigation. 

To ensure clearly defined 
demarcation between Rochester and 
any previous matters and PSD 
complaints. 

. 

2. 

. 

4. 

To ensure effective 
consideration of CT product. 
To allow CT to complete 
analysis have I/D some papers 
where missing/wrong. 

To advance investigation. 
To I/D method and quality 
assure process. 

29 

3O 07/09/03 

SIO 

SIO 

29 

3O 

HCO000638-0016 

APPENDIX 

Appendix 25 - Agreed 
Terms of Reference 
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TIME & BY WHOM DECISION REASON DECISION PAGE 
DATE NO. NO. 

11/09/03 

12/09/03 

19/09/03 

D/SIO 

D/SIO 

SIO 

. 

3. 

. 

the Clinical Team (CT) to be 
further considered on a 
specific basis by other 
Experts. 
Locate missing/Coroners 
records. 
For Mr Lohn to provide an 
action plan to his possible 
deployment. 
To identify and conduct a 
review of certain classified 
findings within the CT matrix. 

Family Group Meeting 

The meeting took place as planned. 
Minutes attached. 

Media 

Janet Malcolmson has been 
approached by Reporter, Nick 
Brooks re FGM. 
A press release has been prepared 
on an ’If asked basis’. 

Mathew Lohn 

. 

An action plan needs to be 

prepared as per meeting 
719103 which makes clear Mr 
Lohn’s proposals. 

To ensure all relatives are updated to 
extent possible whilst protecting 
integrity of investigation and rights 
of others. 

To maintain an appropriate media 
stance in accordance with our media 

strategy. 

To ensure all information is 
considered, to provide quality 

assurance and to be conducted in 
clear accordance as SIO’s Policy. 

31 

32 

33 

31 

32 

33 

HCO000638-0017 

APPENDIX 

Appendix 26 - Minutes 
of the Family Group 
Meeting - 11/09/03 

Appendix 27 - Prepared 
press release. 
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TIME & BY WHOM DECISION REASON DECISION PAGE 

DATE NO. NO. 

24~9~3 

29/09/03 

D/SIO 

SIO 

2. For Mr Lohn to address issue 
of families concerns whether 
in statement or report form in 
respect of any impact they 
may have on findings. 

3. To ensure all the medical 
notes have been recovered as 
per meeting 7/9/03 and also 
overlay these with 2 above. 

2 & 3 to be considered by Mr Lohn 
when doing 1 above. 

Meeting with Mathew Lohn 

Meeting held with Mr Lohn, 
Manchester 24/9/03. LOES 
considered. Minutes attached. 

1. Arrange to meet with 
a. GMC 
b. SHA/PCT 

To brief re current phase of 
investigation. Circumstances have 
changed that we are now in a 
position of having an indication of 
potentially sub-optimal or culpable 
actions in respect of patient deaths. 
We need to appraise them of the 
situation without compromising the 
investigation so that they may take 
action they feel fit, in consultation 
with ourselves. At this point the 

To further investigation. 

1-12 advance investigation 

34 

35-38 

34 

34-38 

38 

HCO000638-0018 

APPENDIX 

Appendix 28 - Minutes 
of meeting. 



TIME & 
DATE 

BY WHOM DECISION 

CMO will not specifically be 
briefed unless he asks to be, having 
been informed by the SHA, if they 

so choose too. 
2. Persist to have sight of Prof 

Bakers report. Should this be 
by direct referral to CMO, 
speak to SIO first. 

3. 16 cases have been identified 
by Prof. Baker as giving him 
cause for concern. There are 
at least four (4) other cases 
that have come to notice. 
They should be analysed by 
Clinical Team using the same 
model. This is essential - we 
are trying to do this by 

6/12/03. This will require 

further DVD’s to be made. 
4. The current Clinical Team 

’will be redefining as the Key 

Clinical Team. Further 
experts will be appointed as 
per conversation of 7/9/03 to 

examine the cases of concern. 
They will be defined as the 

Clinical Review Team or 
similar. Mathew Lohn will 

co-ordinate/identify these 

experts. 
5. Peter Lawson and Ann 

Naysmith will provide 

REASON DECISION PAGE 
NO. NO. 

39 
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TIME& 
DATE 

BY WHOM DECISION 

. 

. 

. 

. 

specific other work within the 
KCT as experts in Geriatric 
and Pallative care cases 
covers key issues. The D/SIO 

also considers Irene Waters 
can provide like additional 
service in respect of Nursing. 

The KCT will continue to 
provide further analysis. 
Mathew Lohn will review the 

cases currently categorised as 
1A with a view to us 
endeavouring to inform 
families concerned as soon as 
possible. 
Before a final decision is 
made in respect of any case, it 

must be reviewed in the 
context of any information 
provided by the families. 

We will co-ordinate the 
process of informing families 
as to the category their loved 
one falls with Alexander 
Harris. A meeting is 
proposed to be held with them 
30/09/03. 
There is a need to maintain 

contact with the FGM’s. In 
the absence ofi ......... _�_.9._d_.e_.A .......... i 

SIO has agreed that [~ioi_:.~i 

i-C-oci-eA-i a trained FLO will 

REASON DECISION PAGE 
NO. NO. 

HCO000638-0020 
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TIME & 
DATE 

30/09/03 

BY WHOM 

sIO 

DECISION 

10. 

11. 

12. 

be appointed as FLO to entire 
FGM. As an initial contact 
she should discuss with 
families how they would like 

to be informed of what 
category their loved ones fall 

into. 
SIO agrees we need to pursue 
issue of exhumation of those 
buried deceased categorised 
as 3’B’. Prior to doing so a 
clear strategy for informing 
families must be developed. 

r j . 

(D/SIO] Code A iwlll 
................................. i 

also identify whether FGM’s 
have any update in respect of 
the concerns to assist us take 
best evidence to I/D experts. 
Exploratory work needs to be 
conducted in respect of 
printing of patient records. 
Graphics/IT first point of call. 
Task very significant in such 
terms. 

GMC 

An Interagency meeting was held at 

the Head Office of the GMC with 

Linda Quinn. 
This was in order to discharge our 

REASON 

To ensure all parties are kept 
informed of investigation as 
appropriate to protect public safety. 

I DECISION 
NO. 

39 

PAGE 
NO. 

39 
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Appendix 29 - Minutes 
of meeting. 
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TIME & BY WHOM DECISION REASON DECISION PAGE 

DATE NO. NO. 

30/09/03 SIO 

duty to inform them of the 
preliminary results of Clinical 
Team. 
Minutes attached. 

Meeting with Ann Alexander 

The SIO D/SIO met with Ann 
Alexander and Lisa Elkin of 
Alexander Harris. This was at the 
request of Ann Alexander. Minutes 
attached. 
Policy 

1. Expose issue raised by Ms 
Alexander re potential 
conflict with Mr Lohn and 
FFW. To be discussed with 
Mr Lohn, Miss Chrystie and 
Mr Close of CPS. 

2. Undertake verification and up 
date process in respect of 
FGM 1 concerns to ensure it 
is complete and accurate. 

i 

This will be done by£o2_._Aj 
! 

i Code A as per 29/09/03 
para 38 para II. This will not 
be by showing reports to them 
as OR may contain data not 
suitable for viewing my FGM 
- amended by D/SIO. 

3. Consider providing copy 

40 40 
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TIME& 
DATE 

06/10/03 

07/10/03 

BY WHOM 

SIO 

SIO 

DECISION 

patient notes to FGM’s. This 
needs to be discussed with 
SHA. 

GMC Letter & Reply 

Further to the meeting held between 
Op Rochester staff and Mrs Quinn 
GMC, a letter has been received 
from Mrs Quinn dated 2/10/03. 
This letter requires certain 
information to be provided. 
A letter has been sent dated today 
relating to Police position. 
Both attached. 

FFW - Conflict of Interest 

After an issue was raised by Ms 
Alexander on 30/09/03 concerning 
a potential conflict of interest with 
Mathew Lohn, FFW and GMC - a 
meeting was arranged with SIO, 
D/SIO, [-i~-oci-e A- } and Mathew 

, 

Lohn and Judith Chrystie of FFW. 
The point was discussed. The view 
put forward by Mr John was that 
there was no such conflict. 
He indicated, however, that he 
would not any longer represent 
(FFW) the GMC in this matter. 

REASON 

Our ability to release information 
under these given circumstances 
depends on the risk. Dr Barton or 
others is assessed to present. Public 
safety is always out paramount 
concern. 

To ensure external scrutiny and 
maintain public confidence this will 
be put into writing. 

DECISION 
NO. 

41 

42 

PAGE 
NO. 

41 

42 
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from Linda Quinn and 
reply from Det. Chief 
Supt. Watts. 
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TIME & 
DATE 

07/10/03 

09/10/03 

16/10/03 

10/10/03 
entered 

BY WHOM 

SIO 

SIO 

D/SIO 

SIO 

DECISION 

Meeting with CPS 

A meeting was held with the CPS at 
Ludgate Hill. Mr Dryborough- 
Smith and Paul Close were present. 
Minutes attached. 
CPS updated as to findings of the 
Key Clinical Team. This amounts 
to the 1st phase of plan arrived at 
with CPS last year being reached. 

CMO Letters - Baker Report 

On the 3rd October 2003 the CMO 
wrote to Mr Watts re proffering the 
report of Prof Baker. 
On the 9th/10/03 Mr Watts replied. 

Both letters copies attached. 

FFW - Conflict of Interest 

Attached is letter from FFW 
regarding the non conflict of 
interest. 
I have now written to Ms Alexander 
confirming our position. Copy 
attached. 

Media 

REASON 

To ensure CPS are updated at this 
key stage. 

To obtain report of Prof Baker and 
ascertain content and act as 
appropriate. 

To address and resolve raised issue 
on conflict in order to maintain 
confidence of our adopted strategy. 

DECISION 
NO. 

43 

44 

45 

PAGE 
NO. 

43 

44 

45 

To ensure all issues of press are draft 
within strategy to prevent the 

46 46 
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Appendix 33 - Letter to 
Mr Watts from CMO and 
reply. 

Appendix 34 - Letter to 
Ann Alexander. 

Appendix 35 - Media 
release 
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TIME & 
DATE 

16/10/03 

17/10/03 

BY WHOM DECISION REASON DECISION PAGE 
NO. NO. 

sIo 

An article appeared in the 
Portsmouth News relating to the 
MP for Eastbourne asking questions 
in the house re GWMH. Attached 
is the media release prepared at that 
time. 

Meeting D/SIO 

A meeting was held at PHQ SIO, 
D/SIO, [_._._.C_..o._d._e..A_._.i The issue of 
printing patient records and future 
conversion to DVD was discussed. 
Agreed. 
1. WORM would undertake 

task. Costings attached. 
Subject to discussion with 
BAPS to ensure integrity of 
process. 

2. The patient records of the 
cases I/D by Baker to be 
processed on disc and 
submitted to KCT with aim 
for 612103. 

3. Once we have conducted an 
initial review of Prof Bakers 
cases we will need to notify 
these relatives. Firstly there 
is a moral imperative to do so. 
Secondly, those relatives may 
have relevant evidence based 
on their expectancies. 

investigation being compromised or 
rights adversely affected. 

1-5 to advance investigation and 
support families. 

47 &48 47-48 
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TIME & BY WHOM DECISION REASON DECISION PAGE 

DATE NO. NO. 

4. 

27/10/03 D/SIO 

. 

The agreed process of 
identifying option for 
informing families should 
continue in respect of the best 
way of notifying them in 
which category their love 
ones falls. This can 
commence as[---C-o-ci-i~-~- ..... 
conducts her trl~ts-anza-oe ....... 
followed up within the next 
bulletin. Seek meeting with 
Alexander Harris for 16/17 or 
18/19 December as very loose 
options. 
SIO has written to CMO re 
Baker report. DI Niven will 
follow up correspondence. 

Key Clinical Team 

° The members of the Key 
Clinical Team will be visited 
in person to:- 
a. Resolve and sign contract. 
b. Be briefed as to process of 
analysis i.e. Key Clinical 
Team 

/ 

Refining w+ork by Lawson, 

Naysmith and Waters. 

Clinical R~eview Team. 

To update task and secure reports to 
advance investigation. 

49 49 
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TIME & 
DATE 

03/11/03 

BY WHOM 

D/SIO 

. 

DECISION 

c. Provided next 20+ cases 
on disc. 
d. Prepare and supply notes 
of work done thus far. 
The D/SIO and DC Tension 
will perform this role. 

Bulletin No. 3 

A 3rd bulletin has been prepared. 
Copy attached. It addresses a 
number of issues as per SIO policy. 
Also attached is letter from Ann 
Alexander dated 16/10/03 and my 
reply dated today. 

REASON DECISION PAGE 
NO.    NO. 

50 To ensure Family Group Members 
and their legal representatives are 
informed, updated and consulted 
whilst the investigation continues. 

50 
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Bulletin, letter from DI 
Niven, letter from Ann 
Alexander. 
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" QUIDANCE TO SENIOR INVESTIGATING OFFICERS 

A Policy File will be maintained by the Senior Investigating Officer in the case of all major 
crime investigation, e.g. Murders, Stranger Rapes. In cases of doubt the advice of a Detective 
Superintendent should be sought. 

It is difficult to lay down hard and fast rules regarding decisions to be included. However, to 
=lssist users of this book A.C.P.O. Crime Committee guidelines are set out in the front of this 
book. These guidelines will form the basis of entries relating to policy. 

Each decision will be entered on a separate page and all sections completed. 

It is essential that all staff employed on the enquiry are aware of decisions made. 

When being used in conjunction with a H.O.L.M.E.S. incident room the second page (copy) 
will be detached and passed to the Office Manager for indexing. In all other cases both copies 
will be retained in this book. 

This file will be available for referral by officers engaged upon the enquiry. It is the duty of all 
Senior Investigating Officers to ensure policy decisions are brought to the attention of and 
understood by all officers engaged upon the enquiry. 
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INVESTIGATION SET-UP 

1. Appointment of Officer in Overall Command or Senior Investigating Officer. 

2. Responsible Chief Constable(s). 

3. Terms of Reference. 

4. Determination of Incident. 

5. Use of manual or HOLMES system. 

6. Location of Incident Room(s) and/or satellites. 

7. Need for Central Research Unit. 

8. Definition of scene. 

9. Area to be secured/searched/fingerprinted/photographed. 

10. Initial decisions at scene. 

11. Delegation of authority. 

12. Command Structure. 

STAFFING AND APPOINTMENTS 

1. Appointment of Deputy to O.I.O.C. or S.I.O. 

2. Identification of personnel allocated to key positions in incident room/action teams/house- 

to-house teams. 

3. Staffing levels of incident room/action teams/house-to-house teams/central research unit 

4. Increase or reduction in staff. 

5. Appointment of management and/or advisory team. 

6. Appointment of Byford Scientist. 

7. Mutual aid/liaison officers from other Forces. 

8. Data Protection Officer. 
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FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 

1. Budget for enquiry. 

2. Payment of overtime. 

3. Mileage allowance - use of police vehicles. 

4. Hours of duty/rest days/shift patterns. 

5. Briefings, where and when/by whom. 

6. Management meetings, where and when. 

7. Press Conferences, frequency/by whom/delegated authority/objectives of. 

8. Additional equipment. Office/enquiry teams. 

9. Use of crime intelligence analysis. 

10. Victim support. 

11. Confidential counselling for officers. 

12. Liaison with other agencies (and assistance from). 

13. Use of mobile control points. 

14. Audit of completed/outstanding work (parameters). 

ENQUIRY PARAMETERS 

1. Statements- when required/verification. 

2. Personal description forms - age range/sex/i.c, codes. 

3. House-to-house - area/street names/numbers. Additional questions. 

4. Questionnaires- parameters. 

5. Eliminating factors. 

6. Alibis- verification. 

7. Criteria for suspect circulation. 

8. What sequence of events indexes are to be maintained. 

9. Typing services - documents to be typed. 

10. Linked incidents to be included. 

11. Prioritisation of enquiries. 

12. Criteria for N.I.B. searches/M.O, suspects. 

13. Indexes - how many to be maintained/documents - extent of indexing. 

14. Liaison with C.P.S./Procurator Fiscal, appointment of legal advisor. 
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15. Information which can be released or withheld from Press. 

16. Identifying relevant time. 

17. Unidentified persons -when are records created. 

18. Officers’ Reports - parameters. 

19. Parameters re. T.I.E./SUSPECTS/S.I.O. Files. 

20. Limits of categories. 

21. Exception Levels. 

22. Priority queues. 

23. Proof reading. 

24. Times of audit of data base under supervision of Office Manager re:- 
(i) Unidents; (ii) Arrested persons; (iii) Outstanding actions; (iv) Persons linked to five or 
more references. 

25. Unused material- parameters. 

LINES OF ENQUIRY 

1. Lines of enquiry first 24 hours. 

2. Main lines of enquiry indicating those which have a high priority. Any variation to lines of 
enquiry. 

3. Purpose of pursuing lines of enquiry which involve heavy expenses in terms of manpower 
and time. 

4. Lines of enquiry which are discontinued - with reason. 

5. Profile of victim/suspects. 

6. M.O. suspects. 

7. Reconstructions- road checks. 

8. Artist’s impressions/photofits. 

9. Action codes. 

10. Media appeals/press releases. 

11. National circulations, 

12. Elimination - blood/fingerprints/D.N.A. 

13. Priority of suspects. 

14. Rewards/Informants. 

15. Arrest teams. 

16. Feasibility studies. 

17. Action following review. 
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Time and date of decision:-. ..................... 

,J 

01 
Policy File - Decision No.: ......... 

Officer making decision:-. .......................... ~ ................................................................................ 

Decision :_?~ ~ "~’P        1     ~ .............. ............ /~~~,2 ........... i ........... ~~,~:Z4 ...... ~~,:j:~ 

6-~--..ac,4-,..- -7 /--.,’t_ 

i 
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Noted byOfficeManager:-. ................................... 
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Niven, Ni lel 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Claire Amo~ ............................................................................... Code A " 
18 Februar~2003-"rf:2Fr ........................................................ ’ 
Niven, Nigel; 
Gosport War Memorial Hospital - sent on behalf of Ann Alexander 

Dear N i g e i if.C_ o_.d.e_._.A_,i 

Yesterday we received a press release from Hampshire and Isle of Wight Strategic 
Health Authority, detailing the re-instatement of the Chief Executives of the Health 
Authority. Adrian Osborne asked whether this could be sent out to our clients, which 
we duly have done. Unfortunately, many of our clients saw the news yesterday evening, 
which gave out the exact details of the press release. This was in advance of them 
receiving the information personally. 

Subsequently, we have received a series of complaints today from clients who were 
distressed to learn the news in this manner. 

It is very difficult for us to encourage the families to keep a low profile and to 
allow the investigations to continue, while at the same time, they are not being kept 
in touch with vital information. 

They were extremely distressed that this information was put into the public domain 
before it was even offered to them. We can only assist to manage the families if the 
relevant bodies such as the police and the Health Authority manage the disemmination 
of information sensibly. 

We are not suggesting that families should know confidential information, but details 
such as this, which will be obviously distressing to the relatives of those who died 
at the War Memorial Hospital, should be offered to the families in advance of the 
press. Even if the information is offered to us, on a confidential basis, we could 
assist you in making the decision as to whether the relatives would be distressed to 
learn of it in the media. 

May I remind you that we are representing the interests of the families free of 
charge, and we find it difficult, when through no fault of our own, we are bombarded 
with complaints of this nature. 

I would be happy to discuss this further with you, in order to come to a suitable plan 
for the future. 

Yours sincerely 

ANN ALEXANDER 

The information in this e-mail and any attachments is intended for the sole attention 
and use of the named addressee(s) and may be subject to legal, professional or other 
privilege. 

If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately. You must 
not disclose, copy, distribute or retain any part of this message. Although this 
message and any attachments are believed to be free of any virus, it is the 
responsibility of the recipient to ensure that they are virus free. Alexander Harris 
accepts no responsibility for any loss or damage from receipt or use thereof. 

Alexander Harris Solicitors 

i ....... ........ 
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HAMPSHIRE CONSTABULARY 

Paul R. Kernaghan QPM LL.B MA DPM MIPD 
Chief Constable 

Western Area Headquarters 

12-18 llulse Road 
Southampton 
Hampshire 
SO15 2JX 

Our Ref. Tel. 0845 0454545 
Fax. 023 80599838 

Your Ref. 

Mr A Darcy 

.J 

21st February 2003 

Dear Mr Darcy 

Re: Press Release 17th February 2003 Hampshire and Isle of Wight Strategic 
Health Authority (SHA) 

I am writing in connection with the above press release. 

i- ............................................... ! 

Both Ann Alexander andi ............. C_..o.d_e_.A_ ........... )ave brought to my attention the fact that 
some of your were caused distress by this press release. That I can fully understand. You 
will be aware by now that officers attached to Operation Rochester team are committed to 
both the investigation and working with you. We have gone to some considerable lengths - 
and rightly so - to provide you with reassurance as to that commitment. Those of you who 
were able to attend the recent meeting at the Solent Hotel would have heard what Detective 
Chief Superintendent Watts said in respect of this matter. 

I can reassure you all that any press release made by the police will take into account the 
family groups both in terms of its content and timing of release. In all normal 
circumstances we would ensure that you would be contacted in advance when any 
significant news was being released, either by Peter Rushworth or Alexander Harris. That 
is our policy. 

The difference on this occasion was that this press release was not made by the police but 
by the Strategic Health Authority (SHA). As you know, the SHA is a completely 
independent entity to the police. The content and timing of this release was arrived at by 
them, not us. 

Continued/ ...... 
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-2- 

In respect of the issues raised within that press release. It is our view that the police 
investigation must take precedence over all other enquiries. That view has been widely 
accepted by the other independent agencies. It also coincides with the poll conducted by 
Alexander Harris where the greatest majority of you wanted a police investigation to take 
primacy. In addition, we are satisfied that the decisions made by the SHA do not 
compromise our investigation in any way. 

I hope this letter has explained the situation to you. Should you require any further 
information please do not hesitate to get in contact either via (---.~---~]0_~~-~.~---.~-~ or 

i 

Yours sincerely 

Nigel Niven 
Detective Inspector 

Major Crime Investigation Team 
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HAMPSHIRE CONSTABULARY 

Paul R. Kernaghan QPM LL.B MA DPM MIPD 

Chief Constable 

Western Area Headquarters 
12-18 Hulse Road 
Southampton 
Hampshire 
SO15 2JX 

Our Ref. 

Your Ref. 

Ann Alexander 
Alexander Harris Solicitors 
Ashley House 
Ashley Road 
Altringham 
Cheshire, WA14 2DW 

Tel. 08450454545 
Fax. 023 80599838 

21st February 2003 

Dear Ann, 

Re: Hampshire & Isle of Wight Strategic Health Authority (SHA) Press Release. 

I am writing in connection to above matter. Firstly can I apologize for my delayed response 
to your email message of 18th February 2003. Both Owen Kenny and I were away in the 
North of England on related business. 

I think it might be useful to clarify the situation in respect of this press release. 

We were aware of the decision taken by the SHA and were satisfied that this decision could 
not adversely affect our investigation. 

The final wording and the timing of the press release were entirely arrived at by the SHA 
and not by the police. The police had no prior notice of the imminent release of the 
information. 

You are aware of the importance we have placed in developing and maintaining a positive 
and practical relationship with the families. You are also aware of the investment we have 
made in terms of staff and resource to achieve that goal. Whereas I can understand the 
distress and upset felt by some individuals, I think it is important to explain to them that 
there are some areas where the police have direct influence on events but, equally, there are 
some areas where they do not. We do not have control over the timing and content of press 
releases made by other independent bodies. 

Continued/ ....... 
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It is because of the value we place on our relationship with the families that I have now 
written to them to explain that the press release of the 17th February was in content and 

timing, the product of the SHA and not the police. You can, however, be assured that any 

press release made by the police will always be made having previously taken into account 
due notice to the families and, indeed, yourselves. 

I am sure once that point has been conveyed to all the families that we will be able to revert 

back to our previous positive position. 

Finally, in your Email you make reference to the fact that your are representing the families 
interests free of charge. That arrangement and the consequences of it are not an issue for 

us. We intend to continue our liaison with your firm in a professional and committed 

fashion and by virtue of so doing, provide the greatest benefit to the families. 

Please find enclosed a copy of the letter that has been sent out to your clients. If I can 

assist you any further please do not hesitate to contact me directly. 

Yours sincerely 

Nigel Niven 

Detective inspector 
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OPERATION ROCHESTER 

Investigation into the deaths of elderly patients 
at Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

BRIEFING DOCUMENT 

BACKGROUND 

The Gosport War Memorial Hospital (GWMH) is a community hospital which is managed by the 

Portsmouth Health Care (NHS) Trust. It is operated on a day-to-day basis by nursing and support staff, 

employed by the Trust. Clinical expertise is provided by way of visiting general practitioners and 

clinical assistants, consultant cover is provided in the same way. 

Elderly patients are usually admitted to GWMH through referrals from local hospitals or general 

practitioners for palliative, rehabilitative or respite care. 

POLICE INVESTIGATIONS 

Operation ROCHESTER is an investigation by Hampshire Police Major Crime Investigation Team into 

the deaths of a large number of elderly patients at GWMH. It is alleged that elderly patients who were 

admitted to the GWMH from as far back as 1989 for rehabilitative or respite care, were inappropriately 

administered Diamorphine by use of syringe drivers, resulting in their deaths. 

This matter has been investigated by Hampshire Police on three separate occasions. 

First Police Investigation 

Hampshire Police investigations commenced in 1998 following the death of Gladys RICHARDS, aged 

91 years. 
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Mrs. Richards died at the GWMH on Friday 21st August 1998i .............................. Code-~,- ............................. i 

J 

Officers from Gosport C.I.D. carried out an investigation and in due course, a file was submitted to the 

Crown Prosecution Service. 

In March 1999 the Reviewing CPS Lawyer gave the opinion that on the evidence available, he did not 

consider a criminal prosecution was justified. 

On hearing of this decision, relatives of Mrs RICHARDS expressed their dissatisfaction with the quality 

of the police investigation and made a formal complaint against the officers involved. 

The complaint made was upheld and a review of the police investigation was carried out. 

Second Police Investigation 

A team of detectives from the Major Crime Investigation Team (Eastern).commenced the re- 

investigation on Monday 17th April, 2000. A lengthy re-investigation was conducted into the death of 

Gladys RICHARDS. 

Professor Brian LIVESLEY, who is an elected member of the Academy of Experts, provided expert 

medical opinion. Professor LIVESLEY provided a report dated 9th November, 2000 of his findings in 

the case of Gladys RICHARDS. Professor LIVESLEY concluded that Mrs RICHARDS had been 

unlawfully killed. 

Professor LIVESLEY provided a second report dated 10th July, 2001 during which he added: 

¯ "It is my opinion that as a result of being given these drugs, Mrs. Richards death occurred 

earlier than it would have done from natural causes." 

2 
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As a result of Professor LIVESLEY’s report dated 9th September, 2000, a meeting took place on 19th 

June, 2001 between senior police officers, the CPS caseworker, Treasury Counsel and Professor 

LIVESLEY. During that meeting, Treasury Counsel came to the view that Professor LIVESLEY’s 

report on the medical aspects of the case, and his assertions that Mrs. RICHARDS had been unlawfully 

killed were flawed in respect of his analysis of the law. He was not entirely clear of the legal ingredients 

of gross negligence/manslaughter. 

In August, 2001 the Crown Prosecution Service advised that their was insufficient evidence to provide a 

realistic prospect of a conviction against any person. 

Local media coverage of the case of Mrs. Gladys RICHARDS resulted in other families raising concerns 

about the circumstances of their relatives’ deaths at the GWMH. As a result of this Police selected, at 

random, four more cases for review. The cases he selected were those of: 

Arthur Brian CUNNINGHAM 

Alice WILKIE 

Robert WILSON 

Eva PAGE 

Police sought the expert opinions of a further two Medical Professors. These were Professor FORD and 

Professor MUNDY. Police provided each of the Professors with copies of the medical records of the 

above four cases in addition to the medical records of Gladys RICHARDS. 

Each Professor provided a report of their findings, and a brief summary from each is as follows: 

Professor FORD - Report dated 12th December, 2001 

Gladys RICHARDS 

coae A i 
3 
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Arthur CUNNINGHAM 

Code A 
Alice WILKIE 

Co-de--X ......................................................................................... i 
! 

Robert WILSON 

i ......................................................................................... -C .................. od-e ........................................................................................................ A , i ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ; 

Eva PAGE 

i ............................................................................................... C-ode A , i ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... a 

Having reviewed the five cases, Professor FORD considered that they "raise serious concerns about the 

general management of older people admitted for rehabilitation.., and that the level of skills of nursing 

and non-consultant medical staff were not adequate at the time these patients were admitted." 

Professor MUNDY - Report dated 18the October, 2001 

Professor MUNDY did not report on the case of Gladys RICHARDS. 

Arthur CUNNINGHAM 

f ........................................................................................... C-o-de--A .......................................................................................... i i i 
! 

Alice WILKIE 

4 
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Robert WILSON 

i ............................................................................................. C.°de._A ............................................................................................. , 
Eva PAGE 

........................................................ Code ......... A ....................................................... i 
_,1 

The reports from Professor FORD and Professor MUNDY were reviewed and a decision was taken not 

to forward them to the CPS as they were all of a familiar nature to the RICHARDS case and would 

therefore attract a similar reply. A decision was then made that there would be no further police 

investigations at that time. 

Copies of the expert witness reports of Professor FORD and Professor MUNDY were forwarded to the 

General Medical Council, the Nursing and Midwifery Council and the Commission for Health 

Improvement for appropriate action. 

Intervening Developments between Second and Third Investigations 

On 22"d October, 2001 the Commission for Health Improvement (CHI) launched an investigation into 

the management, provision and quality of health care for which Portsmouth Health Care (NHS) Trust 

was responsible in GWMH. 

5 
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A report of the findings of the CHI investigation was published in May 2002. The report concluded that 

a number of factors (detailed in the report) contributed to a failure of the Trust systems to ensure good 

quality patient care. However, the Trust now has adequate policies and guidelines in place that are 

being adhered to, governing the prescription and administration of pain relieving medicines to older 

patients. 

Following the CHI Report, the Chief Medical Officer, Sir Liam DONALDSON, commissioned 

Professor Richard BAKER to conduct a statistical analysis of the mortality rates at GWMH, including 

an audit/review of the use of opiate drugs. 

On Monday 16th September, 2002 staff at GWMH were assembled in order to be informed of the 

intended audit at the hospital by Professor BAKER. Immediately after the meeting concluded a nurse 

who had been employed at GWMH since the late 1980s handed over to the hospital management a 

bundle of documents. These documents were copies of memos, letters and minutes all relating to the 

concerns of nursing staff which were raised at a series of meetings held in 1991 and early 1992 about the 

increased mortality rate of elderly patients at the hospital, the sudden introduction of syringe drivers and 

their use by untrained staff and the use of Diamorphine unnecessarily or without consideration of the 

sliding scale of analgesia (Wessex Protocol). 

The existence of the documents was reported to the police and a meeting of senior police and NHS staff 

was subsequently held on 19th September, 2002 at Hampshire Police Support Headquarters. At that 

meeting it was decided that further police enquiries were necessary in light of the new information and 

an enquiry team would be assembled and based at Hulse Road, Southampton. 

Third Police Investigation 

On 23rd September, 2002 Hampshire Major Crime Investigation Team commenced enquiries. To date, 

relatives of 62 elderly patients have contacted police with regards to the deaths of the patients at 

GWMH. A number of these relatives are part of a family group being represented by a firm of 

solicitors, namely ALEXANDER HARRIS of Manchester. Others contacted police through an NHS 

direct free phone number or directly, as a result of publicity. DC Peter RUSHWORTH has been 

appointed the Family Contact Officer to co-ordinate contact with families. 
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The current police investigation is being conducted in stages, as follows: 

Stage One 

Enquiries into the documents and events of 1991. (Now completed) 

In summary, the events of 1991 were as follows: 

A number of night-nursing staff at GWMH had concerns as earlier stated and held a 

private meeting to discuss the issues. They were conscious of an on-going case within the 

NHS of GRAHAM PINK, a Charge Nurse working in the care of elderly patients in 

Stockport, who was dismissed for "whistle blowing". 

¯ It was decided that three of the nurses would approach the hospital management and raise 

their concerns. The nurses raised their concerns with the Patient Care Manager. 

¯ A series of meetings took place between management, medical and nursing staff. 

A final meeting took place in which the nursing staff were informed by both the hospital 

management and medical staff, that the problems raised were due to a lack of 

understanding by nursing staff concerning the use of Diamorphine. In addition, there was 

also a training issue in relation to syringe drivers. 

Although the nursing staff were not entirely happy with the outcome of the meetings, 

they felt that they had done everything they could in raising the issues, but in light of the 

PINK case, felt there was no more they could do, apart from retaining the documentation. 

Stage Two 

Obtaining further expert medical opinions. 

This stage has been commenced with the appointment of Professor Robert FORREST of the Sheffield 

Medico-Legal Centre. Professor FORREST has agreed to lead a team of medical experts in elderly 

patient care. Currently, medical records of the initial 62 patients are being copied onto computer discs. 

7 
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A seminar/presentation is in the process of being organized, at which the police investigation will be 

outlined to the team of medical experts. Copies of the discs will be provided to each expert in order that 

their examination of the medical records may commence. 

Subject to the findings of the medical experts, consideration will be given to further investigations 

(Stage Three), and the possible preparation of a file of evidence for submission to the CPS. 
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OPERATION ROCHESTER 
CLINCAL TEAM’S SCREENING FORM 

Patient Identification Exhibit number 

Death/Harm"-~ 

Natural 

A 

Unclear 
B 

Unexplained 
By Illness 

C 

Optimal 

1 

Sub-Optimal 
2 

Negligent 
3 

Intend to Cause 
Harm 

4 

General Comments 

Final Score: I 
Screeners Name: 
Date Of Screening: 

Signature 
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Operation ROCHESTER 

Aide-memoire for interviews with staff at GWMH 1988-2002 

Name: 

Post held: 

Responsibilities 

Ward(s) 

Btn dates: 

1. General patient care 

2. Use of syringe drivers (including any concerns etc) 

3. Use of Diamorphine (including any concerns etc) 

4. Training in syringe drivers 

So Knowledge of any matters connected with the Police investigations 

o 

o 

w 

Knowledge of any matters connected with internal investigations 

Rumours/any other information 

8. Details of medical staff you know of, including visiting GPs. 
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HAMPSHIRE CONSTABULARY 

Paul R. Kernaghan QPM LL.B MA DPM MIPD 

Chief Constable 
Western Area Headquarters 

12-18 Huise Road 

Southampton 

Hampshire 

SO15 2JX 

Our Ref. Operation Rochester Tel. 0845 0454545 

Fax. 023 80599838 

Your Re£ 

8~ May2003 

Dear 

Re: Operation Rochester - Bulletin 

Please find herewith a copy of our Operation Rochester Bulletin. Its purpose is to provide 
some details as to the conduct and progress of our investigation. You will see from reading 
it that the idea for it arose from a suggestion from Ann Alexander. We considered it a good 
idea and would value any feedback you may wish to offer. 

I would also like to flag up at this early stage a proposed family group meeting to be held at 
the Southern Support Police HQ at Netley, near Southampton in the early Autumn. At this 
meeting we would seek to provide an update to you all in person and, perhaps more 
importantly, provide you with an opportunity to ask questions of us. 

The meeting is likely to take place on either a Saturday or Sunday afternoon at the lecture 
theatre at Netley which can only seat 128 people. Some consideration may need to be given 
to limiting attendance to only two people from each family. A buffet will be provided and 
should such a need arise, we may also be able to offer transport from Gosport. This 
invitation will also, of course, be extended to Alexander Harris. 

Additional details regarding this meeting will be sent to you in due course. If you have any 

particular view on this matter, or indeed any other, please do not hesitate to contact the 

Operation Rochester Team. 

With best wishes, 

Nigel Niven 
Detective Inspector 
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Operation ROCHESTER 

Investigation Update Bulletin for Family Group Members - 30th April 2003 

Investigation Team 

The Operation ROCHESTER investigation team are continuing our enquiries from 
the Major Crime Investigation Unit in Southampton. The intention of our 
investigation remains the same. We are seeking to establish whether any crime has 
taken place and if so by whom. We will pursue our investigation with open minds, 
with integrity and professionalism. Our investigation will follow evidence and we will 
not prejudge events. All areas of liability - should such exist - will be considered, 
whether personal or corporate. 

Clinical Team 

On Saturday 8th and Sunday 9th March 2003 the investigation team met with a team of 
five medical and nursing experts, the Clinical Team. During these meetings the 
Clinical Team were fully briefed on the Police investigation and were provided with 
hospital medical records in respect of all sixty two cases, which are currently being 
reviewed. The medical records had been copied to DVD for ease of search and 
reference. 

The Clinical Team were then tasked to individually analyse each set of the medical 
records and to provide an expert opinion on the care and treatment of the patients 
concerned. A matrix was devised by the Clinical Team to assist in the assessment and 
evaluation of each case. A further meeting was arranged for Saturday 26th April, by 
which time the Clinical Team estimated that they should have analysed the first 
twenty sets of medical records. 

On Saturday 26th April the investigation and Clinical Teams held a meeting as 
arranged. The purpose of this meeting was to discuss the cases which had, to date, 
been analysed and to ensure that the agreed matrix for evaluation was effective. The 
Clinical Team are working as expected and there are no problems with their systems 
of assessment. A further meeting will take place with the Clinical Team towards the 
end of June and it is estimated that all sixty two sets of medical records will be 
analysed by early Autumn 2003. 
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Other Enquiries 

The investigation team are currently tracing, interviewing and taking statements from 
all medical and nursing staffwho have worked at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital 
since 1988. As can be imagined, this is also a massive task as it involves interviewing 
hundreds of people. However, it is essential to the enquiry that we obtain as much 
information as possible. It is anticipated that these interviews will be concluded by the 
time the Clinical Team have reached their findings. 

Coroner 

On the 11th of March 2003, Detective Chief Superintendent Watts and I met with Mr 

Kenroy ( HM Coroner South East Hampshire) and Mr Horsley. Mr Kenroy is soon to 
retire from his current post and will be replaced by Mr Horsley. The purpose of the 
meeting was to provide Mr Kenroy with an update as to the progress of the 
investigation and to fully brief Mr Horsley as to the case. 

Alexander Harris 

On the 14th March 2003, Detective Chief Superintendent Watts and I met with Ann 

Alexander at her office in AltringharrL During this meeting we were able to discuss a 
number of issues and I am sure by now that those of you represented by Alexander 
Harris will have seen the minutes. It was during this meeting that Ann Alexander 
raised the idea of producing a short bulletin in order to keep each of you appraised as 
to the direction of the investigation. We considered this to be a good idea. It was 
recognized by both Ms Alexander and ourselves that considerable care would need to 
be taken in order to ensure that the integrity of the investigation was not in any way 

affected by its content. As you will no doubt understand, a balance must always be 
struck between keeping relatives informed and not - at the same time - reveal 
anything that could compromise the integrity of the investigation. 

Conclusion 

I hope the above has proved to be of some interest. This bulletin is not intended to 
replace any other channel of communication. Each and every one of you are more 
than welcome to contact should you wish to do soi~~-O~~A~~i 

who will be able to convey any issues you have into the incident room, and I know 

that Ann Alexander is also available to act as a conduit for her clients. 

With regards and best wishes 

Nigel Niven 
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G34B 

DCI Antczak, 

Please find herewith the varied Terms of Reference (TOR) in respect of [-~9~-e_~j 
l[i~i~d_ig~i~i~] In essence, our need to employ him full time now longer exists. Prior to him 
being released to go on to Operation Danforth his non FCO duties were completed. We 
are keen to emphasize that we will still need to retain Peters support as our Family 
Contact Officer. His role remains of importance to the investigation. We have been able 
to streamline the involvement we are having with the Family Group Members. We are 
content that he will be able to fulfil his function with minimal disruption to his new 
N/FCU duties. 

Nigel Niven 
Detective Inspector 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Operation ROCHESTER 
Risk Assessment 

Updated Terms of Reference - DC RUSHWORTH 

Below are the updated Terms of Reference (TOR) for the employment of DC Peter 
Rushworth as Family Contact Officer (FCO) on Operation ROCHESTER. These 
terms of reference fully comply with [~-c_~_0-_d-_~;_~-_~] s current risk assessment as 
prepared on 30/12/03 (copy attached). 

Background 

i ....... i~o-ci-e-A ...... ]commenced employment on Operation ROCHESTER in December 
t. ................................. 

2002 on a restricted duty basis¯ Between then and 25th April 2003 he performed 
various administrative duties in addition to his role as FCO. On 17th March a request 

was made for [_--_-__-.C-0_-~’.;-~---~-ito be released for a period of 6-8 weeks to assist with 
Operation ORB (Danforth), commencing 22na April 2003 (later extended to 28th 

April). It was agreed that he should continue his ROCHESTER FCO duties on a 
limited and part time basis. As a result of this agreement his administrative duties 
were tailored to be completed by 25th April. 

Current Situation. 

Contact with Family Group Members (FGM’s) has now reached a stage where regular 
update bulletins are distributed to them and group meetings will be arranged for them 
as and when deemed necessary by the SIO. It is therefore no longer necessary to 
employ a FCO other than on a part time basis¯ The duties involved include providing 
a single point of contact with FGMs and occasional administrative functions. 
Notwithstanding the reduced demand for his duty time, E~.~-_0-~-q.-~] remains a 
valued member of the ROCHESTER team. He is not being released from the team. 
The below TOR reflect the changed demand for.~ ......... C..o..de..A" ......... is duty time. 

Terms of Reference 

. 

Monitor mobile phone (provided and funded by ROCHESTER) whilst on 
duty for the purpose of receiving calls from FGMs and answering general 
queries within the scope of the regular Bulletins. All queries beyond the 
scope of the Bulletins are to be referred to the SIO, D/SIO or OIC as 
appropriate. 

, 

Meetings with FGM’s can only be made by prior appointment and with 
agreement of D/SIO or OIC. 

. 

Maintain FGM contact spreadsheet at Western MIR (WMIR) on a weekly 

basis. Time of attendance at WMIR to be arranged through Northern 
Force Crime Unit (NFCU) management. It is anticipated that this function 

will be able to be completed within a morning or afternoon. Transport to 
Western MIR to be arranged in compliance with current Force policy and 
procedures. 
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. 

Conduct any other administrative duties when required, subject to 
consultation with NFCU management. 

5. Attend meetings as and when required by SIO. 

I am acutely aware of the pressures placed upon Force Crime Unit resources. I have 
consequently tried to strike a balance between the needs of Operation ROCHESTER 
Family Contact obligations and those said demands. In addition, account has quite 

rightly been taken of[ ......... .�_o_._d..~._.A_ ......... jls individual situation and in particular his risk 
assessment. I am quite sure that DC Rushworth’s determination to contribute to the 

goals of the organisation will continue albeit now primarily employed at Fleet. 

Nigel Niven 
Detective Inspector 
Operation Rochester 

¯ .o.~ 

.a 

.’° 
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Niven, Ni~lel 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Niven, Nigel 
27 May 2003 11:01 

i ....................................................... Code A i 

RE: Query from The News 

Code A i 
! 

Please see the below 

"Hampshire Police are investigating the deaths of 61 patients who died at the Gosport war Memorial Hospital. 
Throughout the investigation the families of the patients have been kept updated and this process will continue. It is 
proposed that a meeting will be held in due course on a date yet to be decided." 

Before this goes out can you ensue that we notify the media relations staff for the Strategic Health Authority. Kevin 
should have the details within his Rochester file. There will be no further release in respect of this case. 
Thanks 
Nigel 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: i Code A i 
Sent: 27 -~~-2-1~(~309: 50 
To" Niven, Nigel 
Subject" Query from The News 

Nigel, 

As per our telcon, Nicholas Brooks, the health correspondent from The News, has called regarding the 

article which appeared in the Sunday Times (25/05). 

His questions are: 

1) Can we confirm that we are investigating 62 deaths? 

2) Can we confirm that the families were invited to a meeting later this summer to be updated on the 

inquiry? Can we say when that wiil be? 

Please find S.Times cutting attached. 

Cheers, 

Lucy. 

<< File: GWMH Times cutting.jpg >> 

iiiiiiiiiii    ielKiiiil] 
Media & Communications Officer (Southampton)/ 
Acting Manager 
Media Services 
Hampshire Constabulary 
Currently on 79-1420 Ext: 01962 871057 
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Police 
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Lois Rogers 
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isted .. ~" this level {)f pre- 
scribing would have i4een 
qu~stldled. ’ 

Last autumn : kiarn 
Donatdsom the chief medi~ 
cal. olIicer., announced th;~t 
Richard Bake.r, professor 
of clinical govermmce at 
l.eicester U~]iversiiv. was 
to investigam. 

Lasl ~eek ~e families 
wen nviled to a meetit]g 
later this stm,mer to upo 
date them on the inquiry. 
Many are a~gry that the 
police and heal.th auttmri,. 
ties have persistently 
[ailed to investigate their 
complainLs fully. 

o 
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HAMPSHIRE CONSTABULARY 

Paul R. Kernaghan QPM LL.B MA DPM MIPD 

Chief Constable 

Western Area Headquarters 
12-18 Hulse Road 
Southampton 
Hampshire 
SO15 2JX 

Our Ref. Op Rochester Tel. 0845 0454545 

Fax. 023 80599838 

Your Ref. 

8th July 2003 

Dear 

Re: Operation Rochester - Bulletin No. 2 

Please find attached the second bulletin regarding Operation Rochester. You will recall that 
when I wrote last time I explained that the idea for it arose during a meeting we had with 
Ann Alexander. You will, of course, understand that there are necessary constraints on 
what we can discuss with you. That said, the last bulletin seemed to be well received with 
no negative or adverse feed back. 

I would be grateful if the enclosed booking form for the proposed meeting could be 
completed and sent back as soon as possible. A freepost envelope has also been enclosed 
for that purpose. Those who indicate that they are going to attend this meeting will receive 
additional information and directions in due course. 

If I can assist you any further please do not hesitate to get in contact. 

Yours sincerely 

Nigel Niven 
Detective Inspector 
Operation Rochester 
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Operation ROCHESTER 

Family Group Members Investigation Update Bulletin No. 2 dated 7th July 2003 

Investigation Team 

The Operation Rochester Investigation Team has relocated to Park Gate Police 
Station. Address and our contact details are as follows:- 

Operation Rochester 
Park Gate Police Station 
64 Bridge Road 
Park Gate 
Hampshire 
SO31 7HN 

Direct dial telephone numbers:- 02392 892632 and 02392 892633. 

Fax:-02392 891950. 

Whenever the office is unoccupied an answer phone service will be in use. 

Clinical Team 

On Saturday 14th June 2003, the Investigation Team met with the Clinical Team, as 
mentioned in the bulletin of 30th April 2003. The Clinical Team had completed 
reviewing the second set of twenty patient records. As before, we are satisfied that the 
process is working as expected. Our next meeting with the Clinical Team is scheduled 
for the weekend of 6th and 7th September 2003, by which time we anticipate that the 
Clinical Team will have conducted their initial analysis of all of the 62 sets of patient 
records. 

Proposed Family Group Meeting 

In my letter to you of 8th May, which accompanied the last bulletin, I made mention of 
a proposed family group meeting to be held in the Autumn. I can confn’m that the date 
of this meeting is Thursday 11th September 2003, and it will be held at the Southem 
Support Police HQ at Netley. These premises can be found a short distance off 
junction 8 of the M27. (For reference, this is the very next junction down from the 
meetings previously held at The Solent Hotel, Whiteley, off junction 9). 

This meeting is intended to provide a general update as to our investigation and seek 
to indicate its future direction. Another important reason for the meeting is to allow 
you all an opportunity to ask questions of the team. Although the meeting will be held 
shortly after the Clinical Team have finished their initial review of the 62 sets of 
patient records, I would like to emphasise that we will not be revealing any 
information about any specific cases. 
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Attached to this bulletin is a booking form. I would be grateful if you could fill it in 
and return it as soon as possible. A freepost addressed envelope has been enclosed for 
this purpose. Capacity is limited therefore consequently attendance will regretfully be 
limited to two people per patient. For those who cannot travel independently, we will 
consider arranging transport from Gosport. Out of necessity, this will be on a very 
restricted basis. 

A light buffet will also be provided. 

Other Enquiries 

The Investigation Team are continuing their enquiries to trace, interview and take 
statements from all medical and nursing staff who have worked at the Gosport War 
Memorial Hospital since 1988. As I indicated within the last bulletin, this is a massive 
undertaking but we are making steady progress and we are currently on track. 

Media Interest 

This enquiry continues to attract a great deal of media interest. Our policy has been, 
and remains, that we will not speak with the media except to pursue our investigation. 
You may have seen an article in the Sunday Times recently which made reference to a 
’Police source’ confirming some fact or other. I can tell you that no such source 
exists. Indeed, I took this point up with a Sunday Times Lawyer who indicated that 
the phrase was probably added by the editorial desk to give the article some currency. 
In respect of this issue - I think the point has been well made previously by Ann 
Alexander - this is a major investigation and every effort should be taken to avoid 
any form of potential compromise. I am therefore all the more grateful for your 
continued thoughtfulness and discretion. 

Conclusion 

As I indicated in our last bulletin, this is not intended to replace the other existing 
means of communication. As before, I would invite you to raise any query you have 
via IL ......................... _C_..0_d_e_..A_. ......................... ) and, for her clients, via Ann Alexander. 

With regards and best wishes 

Nigel Niven 
Detective Inspector 

Maior Crime Department 
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~ Niven, Ni~lel 

From" Niven, Nigel 
Sent: 10 July 2003 10:35 
To: "~-_~Z_-c_~ZZ~ 
Subject: Operation ROCHESTER 
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FGM Bulletin 2.doc 

This is now a letter. Can you check, address, colour print also can you put our address as being Park Gate 
Thanks. 
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Dear, Mr Gareth Cruddace, Andrew Samules, Dr Simon Tanner same address at the 
SHA Millbrook - Mr Picketing Fareham & Gosport PCT 

Re Operation ROCHESTER - Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

I writing to provide a brief update in respect of the above investigation, 

You will recall from my previous correspondence of the 30th April 2003 that we have 
employed a number of experts who act as our Clinical Team. I reported to you that 
we had met with this Clinical Team on previous occasions and that the process of 
reviewing patient records was well under way. I am able to tell you that we again met 
with the Clinical Team on the 16th of June 2003. At this point they had completed, on 
schedule, the review of the second batch of 20 sets of patient records. We are satisfied 
that process is working well and the Clinical Team are now reviewing the last batch 
of patient records. It is proposed to meet again with the Clinical Team in early 
September to discuss their initial findings. 

We are also arranging a meeting with the Family Group Members. The proposed date 
is the 11th September 2003 at the Police Support Headquarters at Netley. The meeting 
is intended to allow us to provide those present with an update and also allow 
questions to be asked of us. Alexander Harris, the lawyers for a significant number of 
the Family Group members will also be allowed to attend. 

The investigation team have recently relocated to the below address. 

Operation Rochester 

Park Gate Police Station 
64 Bridge Road 
Park Gate 
Hampshire 

SO31 7HN 

Direct dial telephone numbers:- E~�_~9~-e_~j and {;.~_-.O_~d_~q-.~-A_-.~" 

Whenever the office is unoccupied an answer phone service will be in use. 

The Investigation Team are continuing their enquiries to trace, interview and take 
statements from all medical and nursing staff who have worked at the Gosport War 
Memorial Hospital since 1988. This is a significant task but we are making steady 
progress and we are currently on schedule. 

I hope this update is of some use to you. As always, should you require to discuss any 
issue please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Yours sincerley 

Nigel Niven 
Detective Inspector 
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OPERATION ROCHESTER CLINICAL BUDGET 
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Niven, Ni~lel 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Watts, Steve 
03 September 2003 10:04 
Niven, Nigel 

C-_’_-_’_-_~-~_~-_-_-_’_-_-2;- ....... ~o;~-/; ........ ] 
DCC - 11/9/03 

Nigel, 

Further to our discussion, I have today met with Mr Readhead regarding his role at the Op Rochester Families meeting 
on 11/9. 

He agrees that it would be inappropriate for him to speak in any way associated with the Investigation team, although 
he would like to be present when we address the families. 

I have therefore agreed with him that; 

1. He will be present when we address the families                                            ° 
2. We will leave after questions, Mr Readhead will remain & answer questions regarding the complaints issues. 
3. Mr Readhead will withdraw leaving Ann Alexander to complete the evening whilst we all wait near the buffet. 

i 

I trust that you are happy with this, is it ~ossible to amend the time table to accommodate please. 

Regards 
SW 
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Operation Rochester 
Family Group Meeting, Netley 

11th September 2003 
MINUTES 

The meeting was opened by Det. Ch. Supt. Watts who thanked the families for their 
attendance and support and explained the evenings agenda before handing to DI 
Niven. 

DI Niven offered apo!ogies for the absence of[ilililili~i{a_~.~ililililliand Ann Alexander. 

The meeting was again reminded of the sensitive nature of the evenings discussions 
before DI Niven explained what progress had been made on this enquiry over the last 
year and the history of the investigation. (Script attached). 

Det. Ch. Supt. Watts informed those present of the current position and what could be 
expected over the coming months. Points raised included: 

That the Investigation Team have interviewed a significant number of Staff, 
some of which expressed concerns, but many didn’t. 

An explanation of the process used by the Clinical Team. 

That the Clinical Team have indicated a number of cases where they have 
grave concerns over the standard of care and the way they died. That figure 
cannot be revealed at this time and there is a !arger number of eases where the 
Clinical Team concluded the patient had received optimal care and died from 
natural causes. 

The investigation Team want to be 100% sure before being specific about 
figures to ensure the absolute final answer is given in relation to care of 
individual patients. This information will be forwarded at the earliest possible 
opportunity. 

Findings will most probably be forwarded via post to enable everyone to 
receive answers at the same time. 

Det. Ch. Supt. Watts explained that the Clinical Team had been picked to represent a 
wide spectrum of clinical expertise, adding that a further team of experts will be 
required to focus on those cases of concern. A group View had been gained, as 
intended, but there was now a need for other medical experts to look in fine detail, 
and in isolation, at these cases for reasons of integrity and to eliminate the risk of 
suggestions o1" collusion or persuasion if this investigation came to trial. Det. Ch. 
Supt. Watts added that quality control is therefore required and to this end the 
Investigation Team had employed the services of Field Fisher Waterhouse Solicitors 
who are specialists in medical matters. 
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Before the end of this session the meeting were informed of what the next phase of 
the investigation would involve: 

¯ Evidential Review to take place. 

Further interviews of Practitioners, possibly under caution. 

A highly experienced Tactical Interview Manager has joined the Investigation 
and will be worldng with Field Fisher Waterhouse. 

Det. Ch. Supt. Watts went into the break by explaining that the job of the 
Investigation Team was to gather evidence ethically, thoroughly and professionally 
before presenting that evidence to the Crown Prosecution Service. It was then the 
decision of the CPS whether there was a case and whether it was in the public interest. 
He further explained that the strategy adopted had been discussed with the CPS and 
was regmded good practice, but the next process would not be completed before this 
time next year, adding that he apologised for the time scale but that this was due to the 
size of the investigation. 

After a short break there was a Question and Answer Session in which the families 
could air any queries. 

Q When you decided that there was some culpability, what are the reasons for 
getting a fresh set of experts and only looking at some cases? 

A We need to quality assure our findings and make sure the notes were the right 
ones. 

Q Those cases that are deemed no cause for concern, is it not fairer that the 
families are told now? 

A Yes, we understand your concerns and we have thought what we would want 
in this situation. We are continuing our investigation and we will re-look at 
these cases to double check. I will give an undertaldng to make absolutely 
sure of our findings before making them open. 

Q l am concerned that Mr Niven mentioned the investigation covering the past 
10 years, my father died 13 years ago. 

A DI Niven: The reason you are here is because we are investigating your case. I 
was just talking in broad terms and rounding figures. 

Q You mentioned that some cases were cause for concern and some showed no 
cause for concern or natural causes, why say that if you can’t confirm 
individual cases at the moment? 

A l apologise ifI caused concern but we want to be certain before confirming 
any results. I mentioned a year, but it will be at least a year before any 
possible prosecution, you will know which are no cause for concern. 
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Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Are you saying that you don’t feel confident with this team of Clinical Experts 
and their findings? 

One option would be to tell you the results now but we are carrying out a 
thorough investigation and we will double check those findings. 

What about the statements we have provided are these considered or is it just 
the medical records that are being looked at? 

Your statements are being taken into account. 

Will you take into account what we want to hear. Can you not tell us if there 
is cause for concern at this stage rather than letting us wait a long time? 

I understand what you are saying, we want to quality assure our results but we 
will review our position. 

I appreciate that you may change your mind on these results, but why another 
team? 

A DI NIVEN: This meeting is to provide an update of the investigation we are 
conducting. It will achieve answers, but we are insistent that we will quality 
assess what we have done so far. Before exposing anyone to our views of 
what has happened we are employing further experts to quality assure our 
results. This process has to be re-checked and it will be checked as 
vigorously as the current process. IF there was any prosecution, it would be a 
year into the future. Before that you will know what has happened to your 
loved ones. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

I didn’t expect definitive answers now, but how long do we have to wait? 

In terms of prosecution these things do take that long. In terms of knowing 
what happened to your loved ones it will be much sooner, but as Mr Watts 
said, we do have to quality assure these things. To answer your question, it is 
going to take at least a year before any possible prosecution, but in the cases of 
no culpability you will l~low sooner. 

l was told by an Officer that I would know by September. 

That was never going to be the case, we lcnow much more as a result of last 
weekend, but this is a massive and complex case requiring quality assuring 
and lengthy legal processes. 

Mr Niven mentioned that investigation process was refined 20 years ago, new 
systems introduced. My father died 5 years ago. There was a case recently 
north of the country where two nurses were found guilty within months. 

We have spoken to Officers in that case and there were issues within that case 
that meant it could be resolved far quicker. 
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Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

The Press say it’s similar. 

The press would say that by the nature of what they do. The issues within that 
one made it quicker to review. 

Why q u i cker? 

This is a massive investigation with far more cases, this other incident 
involved 5 individual cases, circumstances were very different. 

How many investigations like this are there currently running in this country? 

I don’t know the figures on that. 

Can you tell us how many, not mentioning individual details, how many 
concerns you have in this case? 

I cannot divulge any infonnation relating to findings so far for the reasons 
mentioned. 

The records that you have are copy’s of what the Doctors and Nurses wrote at 
the time, is the quality of those notes good enough? 

We can only deal with the information we have in our possession. 

Is your investigation based purely on what one or two Doctors or Nurses wrote 
in their notes? 

Plus statements taken from Doctors and Nurses. 
DI Niven: Some of the medical notes are of a poor quality but we have in 
effect really good copies of poor documents and if necessary can supply the 
original records. Record keeping within the hospital has been an issue that has 
been the subject of the CHI report and has been dealt with. Where copies are 
poor, originals have been gained. But in terms of record keeping, this is an 
issue taken into account. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Is there any progress from Professor Baker? 

DI Niven: I spoke to Professor Baker this morning and he has submitted his 
report to the Chief Medical Officer in which he will articulate any concerns. 
This should be available to us soon and when it is we will be able to consider 
his findings. 

When will you get his report? 

DI Niven: Not too far down the line. 

Alexander Harris on behalf of the families: will the Clinical Experts have 
chance to look at the Officers Reports? 
DI Niven: No, we asked them to look at the medical records as they exist 
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Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Q 

without clouding their minds. They have to focus and identify their issues, i.e. 
whether palliative care concerns etc. It is here that we have employed Field 
Fisher Waterhouse. They will scrutinise and quality assure those results. 
There will be a time when other concerns will be dealt with but in first 
instance we are just looking at the records. 

Alexander Harris: but you will look at everything? 

D! Niven: Absolutely. We want to make sure that at each stage the system 
they use is recorded. 

Will the CPS have to look at whether it is in the public interest? What does 
that mean? 

They look at whether there is sufficient evidence. Public interest, whether 
there is a case to be heard and it is of value to the interest of the public to carry 
out a case for prosecution, was mentioned for completeness and this shouldn’t 
be all issue here. 

You don’t think it will be an issue? 

I can’t pre-empt these things, but I can’t see it being an issue. 

Gillian McKenzie: In the Shipman case this was a major incident that came to 
light in August 1998 and in September Shipman was arrested. They got their 
act together, I can’t say the same for this investigation. I am also concerned 
about the 1991 report where there were obviously some concerns from Nurses. 
In ! 999 to 200! two nurses came forward, the press contacted a Nurse and had 
a damning conversation with her. This journalist was called to Police Head 
Quarters but no statement was taken from him with regards to this information 
yet a statement was issued by the Police regarding this investigation. You 
never found out what that Press Officer or the Nurses allegations were. The 
Press Officer’s name was Jonathan Carter, I have passed on his information to 
the Police but he was never cross examined. 

i will speak to you individually on this matter. I know Jonathan Carter, I have 
spoken to him before and I have no recollection of spealdng to him on this 
case’? 
DI Niven: I have not spoken to him regarding this at all. This investigation 
didn’t start as a result of the 1999 report but rather due to the publicity 
provoked by Professor Bakers involvement. Then the 1991 documents were 
handed in and then there was publicity which bought a lot of you forward. 

Gillian McKenzie: on the 16th of September Ann Alexander approached 
Hampshire Constabulary who said they wouldn’t take the case on, two days 
later they decided to take it on. There are a number of things the public are not 
aware of and I want to make sure they are made aware. 

Ill relation to administration of drugs, did staffhave the right to administer or 
was there a process of double checking? 
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A This varied. We can’t give details. We can’t specify on individual cases. 

Q I don’t want you to give individual answers, but want to know if you have 
come across this during this investigation? 

A I can’t comment at the moment as this is subject to the investigation. 

Q But if it is will it be a Hospital Management matter? 

A Yes. 

Q Would you consider notifying families in any other way than that suggested? 

A Yes, we want your feedback hence this meeting. What we were looking for 
was the best method to ensure you all found out at the same time. Due to the 
size of the investigation to knock on doors would mean that some would get 
answers before others and it is a close knit community some of you know 
others and may not be happy to find out someone else has been told and you 
are still waiting. We are open to ideas on the best practice. 

Det. Ch. Supt. Watts reiterates that it will be a thorough, ethical and professional 
enquiry and thanks the families for their support before introducing Claire Amos and 
Patricia Roe from Alexander Harris. 

The Investigation Team depart the Lecture Theatre. 

¯ o. ,~} 
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RESPONSE TO QUERY FROM NICK BROOKES AT THE GOSPORT NEW 
RE. A MEETING BETWEEN THE GOSPORT WAR MEMORIAL 
HOSPITAL FAMILIES’ GROUP AND POLICE ON SEPTEMBER 11, 2003 

For release on an if asked basis only 

Hampshire Constabulary can confirm that police met the Gosport War Memorial 
Families’ Group last night (September 11) at Netley Police Training Centre. 

The purpose of the meeting was to update the families on the progress of the police 
investigation. 

Hampshire Constabulary is committed to ensuring relatives are kept fully informed at 
all stages of our inquiry. However, we would stress that last night’s meeting was 
private and that the discussions which took place remain confidential at this stage. 

Ends 

iS o ie ........... " 
Date and issue number: 1323 of 12/9/3 
Telephone: ( -_~2f_ _-c_ ~ ~ "_-~] 

For information of Media Services Officers only 
DI Nigel Niven should be appraised of any queries regarding this investigation. 
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Operation ROCHESTER 

Notes of meeting with Mathew LOHN in Manchester 24ta September 2003 

Present: 

Mathew LOHN 
Nigel NIVEN 

22 j 
NN briefed ML on contents of family group meeting 11/09. 

Clinical team: 

Current clinical team have been employed to provide an analysis of case notes and 
provide a filtering system. This process will continue and be key to any future 
’disengagements’ of cases. They will continue to be employed as the key team, but if 
any case was later considered to be appropriate for any form of proceedings, then a 
separate team of experts will be used. Teams to be referred to as ’Key Clinical Team’ 
and ’Clinical Review Team.’ 

Peter LAWSON and Ann NAYSMITH will be used to further refine certain cases. 

ML indicated that IF Dr NAYSMITH had not been part of the key clinical team she 
would have been ideal for the Clinical Review Team 

ML recommended Professor Irene HIGGINSON as Palliative care expert. 

Patient Profiles: 

OK handed to ML patient record DVD’s and clinical team briefing pack. 

Further 20+ cases, including 16 identified by Professor Richard BAKER to be copied 
to DVD and passed to current clinical team for review in same manner as first 62. 
NN will visit team members individually and brief them. 

Consideration will be given to cold calling FGM’s of 16 cases identified by Professor 
Richard BAKER. 

Arrangements are in hand for patient records to be digitally printed from DVD’s by 
Hampshire Police graphics department. Hard copy prints will at a later stage be 
compared against original files for quality assurance. 

Records of comments made by individual clinical team members and the conclusions 
of the clinical team to be obtained. 

ML stressed the importance of the written records recorded by Professor FORREST 
during the discussion held during the review process, as they are a record of his 
management of the group. 
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NN outlined the Policy in respect of Professor FORREST. 

ML will review cases using medical records, clinical team comments and Officers 

Reports and will devise questions for Peter LAWSON and Ann NAYSMITH. 

ML will review cases which currently fall into categories 1A and 2A as a priority with 
a view to disengaging cases of no concern asap. 

Agreed timescales: 

Friday 17th October - Hard copy files, including additional information from experts, 

to be generated by. 
Saturday 6th December - Clinical team meeting to be held for review of additional 

20+ cases. 

Other issues: 

ML requested copies of previous issues of Wessex Protocol as current issue is not 
relevant as it dates from 1999. OK informed him that we are having difficulties 
obtaining previous issues despite speaking to the author but we will endeavour to 
obtain issues from 1987. ML suggested the Royal Society of Medicine library, of 
which he is a member. 

ML suggested obtaining information on patterns of prescribing, identifying peaks and 

troughs and prescribing pattern changes. Drug charts should be checked through for 
dates and amounts of diamorphine prescribed. 

ML suggested contacting the Prescription Pricing Authority (PACT) for data. 

Report of Professor BAKER to be reviewed when obtained for references to the 
volume of diamorphine consumed. 

Causation discussed. Toxicology needed - consideration to be given to exhumations 
in order to establish levels of diamorphine. OK stated that 3 of the 3B cases are 
burials and contingency plans have commenced in respect of thesei 

NN mentioned that Ian Barker - legal representative for Dr Jane BARTON - had 
been seen and informed that we are likely to need to interview her again but this may 

not be for some time. 

ML suggested obtaining copy of Interim Audit from GMC. 

NN will arrange meetings with Chief Executives of the Primary Care Trust and the 

Strategic Health Authority to discuss current state of investigation including the IOC 
in respect of Dr BARTON. 

Issues of costs in respect of ML discussed. 
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Notes of meeting held at the offices of the General Medical Council, 178 Great 
PO~I~L~d NLr~t~ London. tl~,O 2JtJ!~II!So 

Present 

Linda Quinn (LQ) -GMC 
Steve Wa~s (SW) 
Nigel Niven (NN) 

SW commenced the meeting by providing a general background to our investigation. 
He put m e_t)ntext_ the c&~c or G!ad_-~-~ R;ehar~ and made refbrencc to the work of 
Liversly, Munday and Ford, the random sample of 4 additional cases. He mentioned 
the handing m ofthe ! 99! p~rmrs. SW f~rthcr explained that the mvest~atmn related 
to 62 cases. This were brought to police attention as a result of the publicity created 
when the mattcr ofthc 1991 papers was made pubhe m conjunction with the tasking 
of Professor Baker by the CMO. SW explained the methodology of the Clinical team, 
their re~oc~Ove disciplines and the ereatmn of the D V O’s. "l’he C’ I’ assessment ended 
some weeks ago and the FGM were updated 11/9/03. SW explained our relationship 
wRh Alexander Hams and that lan Barker of the MDt.I was also spoken to and 
informed that it was likely that we would need to interview Dr Barton at some point 
m the _fiJ_~re but it would not be tbr some time yet. 

SW explained that we were due to visit the Strategic Health Authority on Friday 
_,, ! 0,0_, to mtbrm them also of where our mv,_.st,s,~,Jon has reached. The rat~_ona! for 
the meetings was to provide the information to the extent we could and scope the way 
ahead. 

LQ asked whether Disclosure was a problem 

SW said that it was and explained why 

NN asked about Dr Barton’s present position 

LQ made reference to PPH and PPC (full title mentioned but not recorded). LQ 
exp!amed that Dr Ba~on st!!! practmes hut not v,~_th~.n the (iWMH. and then dlscussc~ 
issues and procedures. 

SW then explained the system used by our CT and definitions as per our result chart. 
ARcr stating that the Fa_’.rcen~ges were_, proxlmate and_ no _intended to bc exact sa~.d 
that there were roughly 25% where the care was optimal, 50% where the care was 
sub-optima! and "25% where the care cause or~ve, concern... SW e~plalned he -was ...................... ~ ........................ 

seeking the GMC’s view as to the way ahead taking into account the circmnstances. 
sw empha.~sed that we where d~sehar~rln~ aur duty tO mf-orm, the (_{MC and other 

partners. The public safety was our paramount concern. 

LQ explained that the GMC would need more information than just provided if they 
were to go to a lot’. 
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NN explained process in terms of any interviews later held and that disclosure by 
others durst_de ofmte~’~ew structure _m~¢ we!! have ncgatwc !mpact on the mtcrvmw 
progression. 

LQ then summarised the discussion and asked whether the GMC would be provided 
w!.th turthcr mtbrmatmn m Octal.!. 

SW said in may be possible and any request would be given consideration. He then 
exolamcd the hm~tatlons that we v¢cre cxpcctcd to work .m~thm He rm_sed the _~ssue ot 
how information provided would be dealt with and asked made reference to a 
gencrahscd summaEr"~ or SW / NN being able to gwc verbal cv!dencc_ 

LQ acknowledged the difficulties involved and explained how GMC hearing run. 

SW emphasised that we would always act in a manner that showed fairness to all and 
summar!scd our open and transparent mveshgat!on. He again emphaslsed our duty. to 
place the safety of the public first. 

NN explained that a balance needed to be struck between protecting the public and 

ensunng that any mvest~.gat.mon ~s conducted protbssmna!!y and m an unhmd_ercd 
fashion. Our ability to disclose information would need to be based of an assessment 

ofthe risk that was presented now by Dr Barton. At the momcnt our results are raw 
and are to be subject to quality assurance by FWW and other experts. Any request for 
tbrm_.a! d~sc!osure would need to be put into ~TJt!ng .~3n. th an asscssment as to r~s!.r 
included so the fullest consideration can be given to the matter. The point was made 
that the results only relate to the (IW.MH Dr Ba~on is no longer allowed to pract.~ec 
~there and appears only to be working within her general practice. 

LQ then asked about the role of Judith Chrystie and Mathew Lohn role with the 
matter. 

SW explained the roles of Lohn and the wholly separate role between him and his 
employ’merit _h.v the pohce and that of Ch~’stne tb.r the (~MC. 

LQ explained that she would need to speak with her senior whose office we were in at 
that t~me. 

SW explained again that the meeting was intended to raise awareness at this early 
stage and to allow t0r conslderatmn to the .way ahead. 

Business cards were handed over and the meeting concluded at 1015. 
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OPERATION ROCHESTER MEETING 
30TM SEPTEMBER 2003 

AT 
MAJOR CRIME DEPARTMENT 

CONFERENCE ROOM 

HULSE ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON 
14:00 HOURS 

Present: Detective Chief Inspector Watts 
Detective Inspector Nigel Niven 
Ann Alexander - Alexander Harris, Solicitors 
Lisa Elkin - Alexander Harris, Solicitors 

Ann Alexander said that she had requested the meeting to discuss some issues 
that were not raised at the last Family Meeting and other concerns. 

A discussion took place on the best way to inform clients of the outcome of their 
particular case to reduce trauma. It was agreed that this would be agreed by 
both parties to accomplish this as some clients can be difficult. Det. Chief Supt. 
Watts envisaged that there will be some conflict and that the families needs 
should be taken into consideration. 

Ann Alexander asked to what extent are the CPS involved. Det. Chief Supt. 
Watts confirmed that the CPS are involved and had previously assessed the 
evidence as it then stood. He explained the process conducted thus far and the 
fact that we have now moved onto another phase and the intention is to return to 
the CPS to discuss this and the way ahead. 

Ann Alexander asked are the CPS aware of the types of experts that are being 
used. Det. Chief Supt. Watts replied that he is not sure whether they know that a 
Nurse is one of the experts. Ann Alexander said are they aware of further 
experts being used. Det. Chief Supt. Watts said not at this point in time. Ann 
Alexander expressed concern that the CPS are not involved in the pro-actively 
i.e. gathering of evidence and that they have Special Case Workers. She raised 
concern on the use of Mathew Lohn 

DI Niven explained that when a meeting was last held with the CPS a strategy 
was agreed. It was this same agreed strategy that we were discussing now. It was 
part of this strategy to update the CPS as once the experts had concluded their 
analysis and as to the way ahead proposed by the police. This was the stage we 
were now at. 

Ann Alexander said as far as Field Fisher Waterhouse is concerned are the CPS 
aware of this. She also asked have they been involved before. Det. Chief Supt. 
Watts replied not in Hampshire but they have in other Forces. Ann Alexander 
asked were the Police satisfied that there would be no conflict between Field 
Fisher Waterhouse. 
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Det. Chief Supt. Watts said he has no concerns. Ann Alexander went onto say 
that acting for both sides in some instances cannot happen. She has concerns 
about prosecution against the medical experts and that Mathew Lohn might be 
bound by Field Fisher Waterhouse. 

DI Niven referred to the contractual obligations in respect of Mr Lohn and the 
police. 

Det. Chief Supt. Watt’s said he will consider the matter and inform Ann 
Alexander of the outcome. 

Ann Alexander asked why the families couldn’t be told straightaway. Det. Chief. 
Supt. Watts replied that all cases will be discussed with the CPS. Additionally, 
for us to be 100% sure of the position of individual cases before any families are 
informed. 

DI Niven reiterated that this is the sort of decision that will need to be discussed 
with the CPS. This is standard practice in cases like this and we will also discuss 
with the CPS how the families are going to be told. DI Niven said in cases that 
are discontinued we would invite Alexander Harris to be involved in identifying 
the best way for this to be achieved. Det. Chief Supt. Watts went onto say that 
all families should be informed at the same time, some might need further 
investigation so the process could be made longer. 

Ann Alexander asked whether the experts have access to the reports/statements 
that had been made. Det. Chief Supt. Watts informed her that their task was to 
review the patient records and this what they have done. He explained further 
how Mr Lohn may assist the process. Ann Alexander said that some of the 
families haven’t made statements, and if it was decided to eliminate the case 
would statements be taken then. Det. Chief. Supt. Watts indicated there 
wouldn’t be any point. 

He went onto say that the families could be contacted to ensure that we have a 
full account of their concerns they are completely happy with our understanding 
of them. 

i- ............................................ ! 

DI Niven informed Ann Alexander that[ ............ Co deA" ........... i is the new Family 
Liaison Officer. It is already planed she will visit all FGM’s and ensure that we 
have full and up to date accounts of the concerns they. have in respect of their 
relatives care. Ann Alexander asked is[ ....... CodeA- ....... [fulfilling this role full time. 
DI Niven explained that it will not be her sole function. Ann Alexander said is 
there any time scale. DI Niven replied she will be fulfilling this role until the 
investigation is concluded. Ann Alexander said that some of her clients had 
raised concerns about[ ........ �odeA ........ [ DI Niven expressed surprise as the feed 
back he had received about the officer had been glowing. He stated that he would 
only expect to hear from Ann Alexander if there were genuine concerns of 
consequence and not otherwise. 

Ann Alexander said in terms of medical records - some families have seen them 
and have made comments. As part of the process will the families be able to add 
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to them. She also asked if a case was discontinued would the Police have any 
objections if the families wanted to see the medical records again. Det. Chief 
Supt. Watts said no he couldn’t see a problem with this. Ann Alexander said it 
would be very costly. Det. Chief Supt. Watts replied the records can be burned 
onto CD’s he would seek legal advice with regard to this. DI Niven asked Ann 
Alexander how many people have mentioned concerns with regard to the 
medical notes. Ann Alexander replied about 12 families have shown concerns. 

Det. Chief Supt. Watts said that this would be given further thought and Ann 
Alexander will be informed. DI Niven said the reproduction of notes in whatever 
form would have to be cost effective and suggested one hard copy or one CD per 
family. 

Ann Alexander asked if the records were paginated. DI Niven explained the 
copying process and rationale. Ann Alexander said that any cases that 
Alexander Harris have dealt with in the past have had to be paginated and all 
documents put in order before given to experts who would not have accepted 
them otherwise. DI Niven replied maybe not, but our experts had been given the 
documents in the manner they had for a specific purpose. He confirmed that all 
medical notes have been looked at by more than one expert. 

Ann Alexander informed the meeting that the bulletins that have been sent out 
have proven a success, and asked when the next meeting is likely to be held. Det. 
Chief Supt. Watts said the next meeting would probably be in December. Before 
the meeting concluded Det. Chief Supt. Watts clarified with Ann Alexander the 
points that needed to be looked at. 

1. The issue of conflict of Field Fisher Waterhouse - speak with the CPS. 

2. All reports or statements are agreed by families. 

3. Consider issues families having copy of records. 

Meeting concluded at 15:30 hours. 
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In reply please quote FPDILQI200012047 

Please address your reply to 
Conduct Case Presentation Section, FPD 
Fax 020 7915 3696 

2 October 2003 

Detective Chief Superintendent Steve Watts 
Police Headquarters 
Hampshire Constabulary 
West Hill 
Winchester 
Hampshire 
SO22 5DB 
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G E N E P AL 
IV EDICAL 
COUNCIL 
Protecting patients, 

guiding doctors 

B 

Dear Mr Watts 

Dr d A Barton 

I refer to our meeting on 30 September 2003 when you informed me of the stage 
reached in the Hampshire Constabulary’s investigations in this case. I havenow 
had an opportunity to discuss that information within the GMC. 

In order for Dr Barton’s case to be referred to the Interim Orders Committee 
(IOC), prima facie evidence is required which is¯cogent and credible and raises a 
question as to whether Dr Barton should have a restriction placed on her 
registration. This information would then be considered by a medical member of 
the GMC (the screener) with regard to a referral to the IOC. For example, if there 
is evidence that Dr Barton has been prescribing in an inappropriate and 
irresponsible manner, and the screener refers this to the IOC, it would be open to 
the IOC to place a condition on her registration restricting her prescribing. The 
Committee also has the power to suspend a doctor’s registration. 

The IOC may make an order when it determines that it is necessary for the 
protection of members of the public or is otherwise in the public interest or the 
interests of the doctor. As well as protection of the public, the public interest 
includes preserving public confidence in the medical profession and maintaining 
good standards of conduct and performance. 

From the information that you provided on 30 September 2003, we consider that 
it is likely to be in the public interest that the matter is screened. However, we 
cannot give a final decision without further information. 

~78 Great Portland StreeI l,{md{m W1’4I 5JE "l;,:lcl}h{>nc 020 7580 764.2 Fax 020 7915 3641 

email gmc@gnlc-uk.{}rg www.gmc-uk.org 

l~,egistcved Charity No. z o 89 z 78 
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Therefore could you please supply us with a detailed written summary of the 
evidence you have in this case to date, including any report prepared by the 
team of experts. The decision on referral of the information to IOC rests with the 
screener. If the information supplied is very brief, while it is likely that it would be 
passed to the screener, there is a possibility that the screener would not refer it 
to the IOC. 

As we discussed on 30 September 2003, if Dr Barton’s case is referred to the 
IOC, the documentation you provide will be disclosed to her and her legal 
representatives. 

Could you please confirm whether the 62 individual cases scrutinised by your 
team of experts include the five which are already known to the GMC, as follows: 

Gladys Richards; 
Arthur Cunningham; 
Alice Wilkie; 
Robert Wilson; 
Eva Page. 

We are grateful to you for keeping us informed of the progress of your 
investigation, and would ask that you continue to do so. 

Please let me know if you require any further information from me before 
responding to this letter. 

Yours sincerely 

iiiiiiiiiiei01aieiilXiiiiiiiil, Linda Quinn 
Conduct Case Presentation Section 
Fitness to Practise Directorate 

Direct Line:i .............. C-ocI-e-J~- ............. i L ............................................. i 

Fax: 020 7915 3696 
E-mail address: ’ ..................................................... Code A i 

l¥otecting patients, 

guiding doctors 

2 
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S Watts MSe DPM MIMgt 
Detective Chief Superintendent 
Head of CID 
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Hampshire Constabulary 
Police Headquarters 

West Hill 
WINCHESTER 

Hampshire 
SO22 5DB 

Tel: 01962 871404 
Fax: 01962 871130 

Telex: 47361 HANPOL 
emaih stevewatts @hampshire.pnn..police.uk 

Your ref: 

Our ref: SW/chm 
6th October 2003 

Ms L Quinn 
General Medical Council 
178 Great Portland Street 
London WlW 5JE 

Dear Ms Quinn 

Re’- Gosport War Memorial Hospital - Operation Rochester 

Thank you for your letter dated 2 October 2003, following our meeting on 30 September 2003 
regarding the above matter. 

I note your comments, in particular the processes by which the GMC may consider the matter of 
registration. 

The summary which we provided you in respect of our investigation, indicated that a team of 
clinical experts had examined hospital records in respect of 62 patients at Gosport War 
Memorial Hospital, under the care of Dr Barton. In a significant number of those cases, the 

experts take the view that there was negligent care and that the causation of death is unclear. As 

my colleague DI Niven and I explained, much further work needs to be done to validate and 

develop these very provisional findings. We took the view, however that the GMC and the 
relevant Strategic Health Authority should be appraised of this information. 

As we explained to you, our primary concern always is the safety of the public. That said, we are 
also expected to investigate serious allegation such those involved here in a professional and 
ethical manner. We therefore have to strike a balance between conducting our investigation in 
the appropriate fashion whilst realistically assessing the risk to the public. Put simply, our ability 
to disclose information would need to be based on an assessment of the risk that was presented 
now by Dr Barton. 

~ CRIMESTOPPERS 

Website - www.hampshire.police.uk 
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Our investigation has only considered cases up to 1998 and all relate to the treatment of patients 
at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. All the cases of concern raise issues in respect of the use 
of opiates. My understanding at the present time is that Dr Barton is not allowed to work at the 
Gosport War Memorial Hospital, and is not authorized to prescribe opiates. 

On the basis of the above, I think more assessment needs to be conducted to quantify and clarify 

the risk that Dr Barton continuing to practice currently presents to the public safety. I would 
emphasize that our investigation has only concerned itself with issues within the Gosport War 
Memorial Hospital and not in any other area of practice by any medical staff. You will be aware 

that Professor Richard Baker was tasked with conducting some analysis by the Chief Medical 
Officer. His remit would have been wider than ours and although I do not know the outcome of 

his research, I would imagine any conclusions he has reached might assist you in your 

deliberations. 

It is probable that we will need to interview Dr Barton at length. The interview process is 
predicated upon a detailed strategy which will include a careful consideration of the information 
supplied to Dr Barton prior to interview. I note that your letter indicates that any information 
supplied to the GMC will in its totality be supplied to Dr Barton. Any uncontrolled disclosure to 
Dr Barton has the potential to detrimentally impact upon the investigation, and I therefore would 
be reluctant to disclose further information until the above issue of risk has been given thorough 
consideration. 

If I were reassured that material would not be passed to Dr Barton or her representatives, I would 
be willing to consider, at a future time, providing a more detailed disclosure of information to 
the GMC. We would be more than happy to discuss with the GMC ’Screener’ how we may best 
achieve the maximum disclosure without a detrimental impact upon the investigation. 

Finally, in answer to your question, I can confirm that the patients that you name in the second 
page of your letter of 30 September were included in those reviewed by the team of clinical 
experts. 

I look forward to hearing from you so that we may progress this matter together. 

Yours sincerely 

Steve Watts 
Detective Chief Superintendent 

Head of CID 

~ CRIMESTOPPERS 

Website - www.hampshire.police.uk 
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Present: 

Operation ROCHESTER 

Meeting with CPS Tuesday 7th October 2003 

CPS: Robert Dryborough - Smith (RDS) 
Paul Close (PC) 

Police: Steve Watts (SW) 
Nigel Niven (NN) 
........... -iS-&i-e-K ........... i 

i 

SW - Outlined purpose of meeting i.e. to update CPS regarding situation, where we 
are, what we’ve done and where we are going. 

NN - Summarised the case/investigation to date. He reminded the CPS as to previous 
meeting and the agreed strategy in gathering together a team of experts. Again as a 
reminder - he stressing that the purpose of the investigation is to establish if an 
offence has been committed and if so by whom. He referred to the police decision to 
employ Matthew Lohn (ML) of Field Fisher Waterhouse (FFW) and briefly outlined 
his terms of reference i.e. refining work, quality assurance, assisting to identify 
experts. 

RDS - Asked how big is the group of potential offenders. 

NN - Explained that it appears predominantiy Jane BARTON but other people may be 
associated within the same treatment. 

SW - Stated that there may be peripheral people to consider. 

RDS - Asked that due to the time taken and envisaged - why are we not concentrating 
on highly (concern) cases first, why not prioritise?. 

SW - Explained the strategy and stressed the importance of telling the families one 
way or the other asap. He explained that the next stage is to look at highly likely 
cases. 

RDS - Asked in respect of the FFW lawyer - what aspect is he advising?. 

SW - Stated ML’s particular skill in medico - legal issues. He is both medically and 
legally qualified. He will advise on areas of evidence gathering. 

RDS - Commented that ML is not a prosecution lawyer the Police are going outside 
for advice rather than to the CPS. 

NN - reiterated the role of ML in assisting the police in the investigation phase - not 
the prosecution. That will always be a matter for the CPS. For example, that he will 
advise on the interview process. He explained the role of ML and FWW within the 
NCOF and within the MOU and MIM structure 



t 
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RDS - Agreed that he can see the benefit of formulating questions and asked if 
possible for CPS to be copied in on advice from ML e.g. Causation - to see what he’s 
saying. He expressed concern that ML will give advice which will later be conflicting 
with CPS advice. 

NN - Stated that we wish to quality assure all information we deal with. We will be 
more than happy to consider this. When specific issues arise, it might prove useful for 
the police to ask both CPS and ML for advice to secure the maximum perspective. 

SW - Stated that ML is here to provide guidance on the investigation. At the end of 
the day a file will be submitted to CPS and we will stand by your conclusion. 

RDS - Stated that CPS would like to be kept up to speed with legal advice from ML. 

PC - Asked if Professor Robert Forrest (RF) is being instructed. 

SW - Explained the role of RF. 

PC - Stated that he thought RF would provide heavy weight evidence. 

NN - Explained role of expert witnesses, including RF which was process agreed 
iupon with themselves at our meeting at Ludgate Hill in December 2002. He explained 
again the filtering system. 

SW - Explained the next process of analysing hirer order cases by a new team of 
experts in isolation rather that holistic. 

PC - Asked if the medical team had stated that the cases of concern are prima facia 
Manslaughter. 

SW and NN - Answered No and both gave further explanations of the role of the 
medical team. 

PC - Asked will the Police Officers be the same or will we get a new team. 

NN - No 

RDS - Asked if we had used causation as a heading. 

SW - Explained the matrix system being used by the medical team. 

RDS - Stated that if you can’t prove causation to criminal standard you’re lost 
anyway. 

NN - Discussed causation and the investigation process. The police purpose is to 
gather the facts - we are not seeking any particular outcome. 
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PC - Stated we’ve got to go on to 3c & 3d and potentially 3e. 

SW - Stated that there are examples of cases of clear concern i.e. entered hospital with 
expectation to leave in a few days and died. 

PC - Asked what is there connecting cases for example - Dr BARTON, is she 
common?. 

SW - Stated that Dr BARTON is common in connecting cases. 

PC - Were any of them expecting to die in hospital. 

NN - I general terms - some were expected to die. Some were not There were cases 
where there was no explanation on notes to suggest any other cause of death. 

RDS - No PM’ s. 

SW - None. 

NN - For the avoidance of any doubt - In respect of FFW - they are there to assist us 
investigate. The decision making process has and will always rest with yourselves. 
We do not seek to substitute the CPS. The results of the experts is in it’s infancy and 

should only be viewed as a filtering process as had been explained. 

RDS - One other question - Has CHI conducted a further review. 

SW - Explained the CMO’s instruction to CHI not to conduct review until completion 
of Police enquiry. 

SW - Explained the current situation regarding the GMC. Dr BARTON is no longer 
allowed to prescribed opiates. 

..... iS oaeA i 
J 
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, , °, [     ,        , 

From the ~hlef Medlcal Officer, Sir Liam Donaldson Department 
of Health 

3 October 2003 
Richmond House 
79 Whitehall 
London 
SWIA 2NS 

In confidence 
Steve Watts 
Detective Chief Superintendent 
Hampshire Constabulary 
Police Headquarters 
West Hill 
WINCHESTER 
Hampshire SO22 5DB 

Tel: 020 7210 5150-4 
Fax: 020 7210 5407 

liam. donaldson@doh.gsi.gov.u~ 

q~ 

/     i ........................................... i 

As you may know, I have recently received the report prepared by’Profi t.~ _ j _ X i 
Baker into a number of deaths at Gosport War Memor al Hospita.    i ~.pOU~ l"~ i 

We have decided that it would not be appropriate at this time to make 
to whether or not to publish the report. However, I understand from P~t~¢~5¢ .......................... 
Baker that the police have asked for a copy of the report. 

In principle I have no objections to letting you have a copy of the report. My only 
concern is that it should remain confidential in the light of our decision, based on 
legal advice, to postpone a decision on publication. I should therefore be very 
grateful to receive your assurance about this, subject of course to the needs of your 
criminal investigations.                                              / 

/ 

At this stage we are not providing any further copies apart from to Dr Simon Tanrer 
at the Strategic Health Authority who will need to consider the report in the context 

of continuing patient safety. (A final decision isbeing taken on this after I have/" 
received advice from the Department of Health s lawyers.) I intend to providei/an 
oral briefing to l~he General Medical Council.                     / 

/ 
A copy of this letter is being sent to Professor Baker. 

/ 

Kind Regards ,~/~L [~/Ol ~/t"\ ’" f .. i /~ ~, 

i ...... C-o ............ e ....................... i 
i ......................................................................... 2 

SIR LIAM DONALDSON ~ /"~f24~’3 
CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER 
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S Watts MSc DPM MIMgt 
Detective Chief Superintendent 
Head of CID email: 
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Hampshire Constabulary 
Police Headquarters 

West Hill 
WINCHESTER 

Hampshire 
SO22 5DB 

Tel: 01962 871404 
Fax: 01962 871130 

Telex: 47361 HANPOL 
stevewatts@hampshire.pnn..police.uk 

Your ref: 

Our ref: SW/chm 
9th October 2002 

Sir Liam Donaldson 
Chief Medical Officer 
Department of Health 
Richmond House 
79 Whitehall 
LONDON 
SW1A 2NS 

Dear Sir Liam 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

Thank you for your letter dated 3 October 2003, concerning the report prepared by Professor 
Richard Baker in respect of deaths at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

I am reassured that there is to be delay in any publication of the report. A publication of such a 
report could have, a potentially significant impact on the criminal investigation, and I would 
certainly need to view the report and have the opportunity to comment upon the potential effect 
before any publication was made. 

I can confirm that it will be critical to our investigation to receive a copy of that report to 
consider in the context of our ongoing enquiry. I fully appreciate the sensitivity of such a report 
and can confirm that it will remain totally confidential to the investigation. It will not be copied, 
either in totality or extract to persons outside the investigation team, and only for the explicit 
purposes of the investigation. 

For clarity, the ’investigation team’ includes myself, Police Officers acting for me, and a small 
number of clinical and legal experts subject of contracts that include confidentiality clauses. 

I note that Dr Simon Tanner of the Strategic Health Authority will be provided with a copy of 
the report. I have recently briefed him and senior colleagues in respect of the current status of 

~ C RIMESTOPPERS 
t~TJF~ITE1 

Website - www.hampshire.police.uk 
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our investigation and the future strategy. I would be more than happy to provide a similar 
briefing to yourself, if you felt that would be helpful. 

I hope that you are reassured by my comments as to confidentiality. If you are content, I would 
be very grateful if you could indicate when, and in what circumstances we can obtain a copy of 
the report. I am happy to send Officers to collect it personally if you feel it necessary. 

Yours sincerely 

Steve Watts 
Detective Chief Superintendent 

Head of CID 

2 ~,~ CRIMESTOPPERS 

Website - www.hampshire.police.uk 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

Our ref: MSI./2515880 vl 

Strictly Private & Confidential 

Detective Inspector Nigel Niven 
!-Iampshire Constabulary 

Western Area Headquarters 
12-18 Hulse Road 
Southampton 

ttampshire S015 2JX 
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THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

/ 

7 October 2003 

Dear Nigel 

Operation Rochester 

[ write to confirm the substance of our recent conversation, and our meeting today, concerning 

conflicts of interest and set out my view on this matter now I have had the opportunity to review the 

position. 

) 

[ understand that an issue has been raised with you as to the propriety of the involvement of Field 

Fisher Waterhouse in Operation Rochester. It has been noted that as a firm we have been acting both 

for the General Medical Council in their now dormant investigation into Dr Barton and for 

Hampshire Police supporting your investigation. 

We have of course considered the issue as to whether a conflict issue would arise as a routine matter 

as we would ’with all our instructions. We are content that no conflict of interest has arisen in our 

work thus far. This situation is not unique; tbr example we have previously advised a Health 

Authority on the investigation of a doctor locally whilst simultaneously advising the General Medical 

Council on bringing proceedings. 

That being said I am mindful of the importance to Hampshire Constabulary of this investigation and 

the need for it to withstand external scrutiny and maintain public confidence. In such circumstances 

and in order to remove any contention in the matter of our instruction, I have informed the General 

Medical Council that I will no longer act for them in respect of the case of Dr Barton. This action 

should not be viewed as a corrective m~asure but one where we are proceeding with excessive 

caution in view of the sensitive nature of the case. 

Field FisherWaterhouse 35Vine Street Lonclon EC3N 2AA 

]’el +44 (0)20 7861 4000 Fax +44 (0)20 7488 0084 e-mail Iondon@thealliancelaw, com 

v,/ww.ffwlaw,com www.Ihealliancelaw.com CDE823 

London Berlin Dublin Dusseldorf Edinburgh E_ssen Frankfurt Glasgow Hamburg Leipzig Munich Paris 

R~(iniated a’,r tile [a~, Su(:lety. A list of thR ndnlP:~ I)i tl ~e partnt~l S of FFW trod !Ix!I= p,otesslenal quahflc:abcr~s ,s ~)!)en to qlspeCtlun al the above office. 

The partner s aJe (,ithe~ s,.)hC:ltul s nr *eHist(n,-,d for elgn lawyers 

lhu Eulopean I.,~9al AlhaH(;~? ~s ~111 al]l;~tlce uf u~(I(:l)erl(Jl;nt I~1,,’,’ lit mS, 
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I hope this resolves the issue substantively. 

Yours sincerely 

--C0cie--A-i 
...... -ia~t-i~e-w-i:oi~n-" 

Partner 
Direct L} .... ~ .-z.g~t. ~’~,~. _. _ ~ 
Mobile: i 

i Email:~ Code A ’ 
i 

2515880 vl 2 
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HAMPSHIRE CONSTABULARY 

Paul R. Kernaghan QPM LL.B MA DPM MIPD 

Chief Constable 

Our Ref. Op Rochester 

Your Ref. 

Western Area Headquarters 

12-18 Hulse Road 
Southampton 
Hampshire 

SO15 2JX 

Tel. 0845 0454545 
Fax. 023 80599838 

16th October 2003 

Ann Alexander 
Alexander Harris Solicitors 
Ashley House 
Ashley Road 
Altringham 
Cheshire, WA14 2DW 

Dear Ann, 

Re: Operation Rochester 

I am writing in connection with the meeting held with you on 30th September 2003, at 
Hulse Road, Souihampton. 

It was, I thought a veW useful meeting which gave us an opportunity to discuss the matters 
that had arisen since our earlier meeting on the 11th’ September 2003, with the family group 
members. 

You raised a point in respect of the Police employment Of Mathew Lohn, of Field Fisher 
Waterhouse. You have a particular concern over a potential conflict with Mz Lohn’s 
contribution to our investigation and Field Fisher Waterhouse’s representation of the 
General Medical Council. 

I am able to confirm that this matter has been discussed with Mr Lohn and we are content 
that no conflict of interest exists, ttowever, out of an abundance of caution, Field Fisher 
Waterhouse have decided to no longer represent the General Medical Counsel in respect of 
this case. 

If I can assist you on this or any other matter, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Yours sincerely 

Nigel Niven 
Detective Inspector 

Major Crime Department 
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Update on Op Rochester investigation 
"The investigation into the deaths of patients at Gosport War Memorial Hospital is an 
ongoing inquiry which is very complex in nature. 

"We have always known this was going to be a very time consuming inquiry and we 
made the families involved aware of this from the outset. 

"We have been, and remain, committed to keeping the families fully aware of how the 
investigation is going at every stage and last met with them on September 11 to 
provide an update on our progress. We are liaising closely with the firm of solicitors 
which represents many of the families involved, and are also keeping the General 
Medical Council, the Strategic Health Authority and the Crown Prosecution Service 
appraised of developments. 

"We are content that the investigation is being progressed as expeditiously as 
possible. 

"Hampshire Constabulary remains committed to conducting a thorough and complete 
investigation of these deaths." . 

Ends 

i ................ ~-&ie-~ ............... ] 
Date and issue number: 1502 of 10/10/3 
Telephone: 01962 871057 
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WORM Group Ltd 
Write Once Read Many 

’Securing your electronic documents for the future’ 

, = 

For the attention of 

DI Nigel Niven &L Code A 

Hampshire Constabulary 

Secure Production Facility 
Babbage House 

Anton Mill Road, Andover, Hampshire SP10 2NJ 

Tel: 01264 320930 
Fax: 01264 320939 

Email: enquiries@wormgroup.com 

www.wormgroup.com 
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Estimation 

Provided for Hampshire Constabulary 17th October 2003 

For the preparation of the patient records image database (currently held on secure 
WORM servers) into 62 individual files. (1 File per patient) 

OPTION 1: (In House - Babbage House WORM Group) 

For setting up pagination of each of the 62 individual files. 
IT - time involved estimated at 2 hours @ £85 per hour 
(Each file to be sequentially numbered without division) £ 170.00 

For the separation of 60 patient records from the image database 
IT- time involved 5 hours @ £85 per hour £ 425.00 

Routing to network printers and printing in black and white - 
eight complete sets of patient records 197,744 sheets £ 9012.88 

For the filing and binding of patient records into individual binders 
Cost @ £9.50 per hour (estimated time 64hours (4 days, two staff) £ 608.00 

For the supply of 1000 lever arch files @ £0.99p per file £ 990.00 

For the supply of 200 WORM archive boxes for the delivery of 
lever arch files on @ £2.95 per box 

Estimate In House at WORM 

OPTION 2: (External to WORM) 

For setting up pagination of each of the 62 individual files. 
IT - time involved estimated at 2 hours @ £85 per hour 
(Each file to be sequentially numbered without division) 

Provision of image database to print house - hand delivered and 
installed to print houses PC with member of senior 
WORM staff present. 

For printing in Black and White 197,744 sheets 

Member of senior WORM staff on site at print house for 
4 days @ £250 per day 

For the filing and binding of patient records into individual binders 

£ 590.00 

£11,795.88 

£ 170.00 

£ 680.00 

£18,348.00 

£ 1000.00 

2 
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Cost @ £9.50 per hour (estimated time 64hours (4 days - two staff) 

For the supply of 1000 lever arch files @ £0.99p per file 

For travel expenditure to print house (2 staff) for 4 days 
@ £6 per day per person 

For the supply of 200 WORM archive boxes for the delivery of 
lever arch files @ £2.95 per box 

Estimate Out Source 

ADDITIONAL WORK: 

For the output of digital images to CD for each patient @ £15.0 per CD 
- 62 records (as currently held) 
- 20 records (due to be delivered to WORM) 

For the conversion of 20 patient records (based on same pricing 
structure as work produced in February 2003). 

(Rates as set out below) 

Preparation of documents for scanning @ £9.50 per hour 
Scanning in colour @ £55.00 per 1000 images 
Indexing of documents @ £6.95 per 1000 keystrokes 

£ 608.00 

£ 990.00 

£ 48.00 

£ 590.00 

£22,434.00 

£ 930.00 
£ 300.00 

£ 598.00 

The above prices are subject to VAT at 17.5% 

V.A.T Registration Number: 788 7347 58 
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Officer making decision:-. ................................ ~ ......................................................................... 

Decision :-. ..................................................................................................................................................... 

Reason- 

~So 
~Lz.;-4._~ 

Signature of Officer making decision:-. .................. 

Code A ............................. Signature of Officer making entry:-. ....................... 

Noted by Office Manager:-. ................... ~ .................................................................................. ’ 

HC30 - 4.97 
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Time and date ~fdi~ion :- . ...................... 

~_~ r,.~ Officer making ....................................... 

49 
Policy File - Decision No. 

0...3 ........................................................... 

Dec ision :- ............. ~ ....... ~ ~f~: ~=~ ~.._ ...... ~~ : .......................................................... 

Reason’ 

o 

/./~--,14 r t ¢vp /D-~a/~J, J f4_.- 

Cr 

~tJc 

0 

king/~de~n.l~ ~ 

J 

Signature of Officer ma ....... ~-~-----~ /~’/~///~ <’-~ f/~/~"- 
’- ................... 

i 

SignatureofOfficermakingentry:-. ....................... Code A iIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIZIIIIIIIIIIII 
Noted by Office Manager:- i , 

.................................... i .......................................................................... J ................................... 

HC30 - 4,g7 
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Time and date of decision:-. ......... 

5O 
Policy File - Decision No." 

#~ ..................................................................... 
Officer making decision:-. ............... 

Decision :-. ................. .jl./.~...(,-~Pf_.~. ~,~.....: ....... ~..~......~.. .......................................................... : ......... 

KT"~io /~~ l/ 

Reason’ 

z.../ir<)., j~ 

i 
................................................................. 

] 

Signature of Officer making decision:-. ....................... i i .................................... 

Code A Signature of Officer making entry:-. ............................ i .................................... 

I-iC,~). 4 O# 
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     HAM.PSHIRE    Constabulary 
z.a,B,o ’~ Chief Constable Paul R. Kernaghan QPM LL.B MA DPM MCIPD 

Our Ref. : 

Your Ref. : 

Western Divisional 
Headquarters 

12-18 Hulse Road 
Southampton 

Hampshire 
SO15 2JX 

Tel: 

Direct Dial: 

Fax: 

Email: 

0845 045 45 45 

023 8067 4057 

03 November 2003 

Dear Ann 

Re: Gosport War Memorial Hospital - Operation Rochester. 

Thank you for you letters of the 16th and 20th October 2003. 

The purpose of this letter is two fold. Firstly, to supply you with Bulletin No.3. Secondly, to respond to 
the additional points raised in your letter of the 16 October. 

You will see from reading the bulletin that it already addresses most of the discussion points raised 
during our meeting at Southampton on the 30th September 2003. 

The bulletin concems itself with introducing [fffff~_d-~ffffffj as the Family Liaison Officer. It then 
explains then she will be meeting with all the relatives to: 

¯ Identify the best way of notifying the relatives of the decisions, when they are reached. 
¯ Ensure that our records of the concerns and information held by the relatives is complete 

and up-to-date. 
¯ Explain and introduce the supply of patient records 

In addition the bulletin makes reference to the role of the Victim Support Service. I hope that you find 
this bulletin as useful as the earlier editions. 

In respect of your letter, you raise some points which arose from your meeting with your clients. I think 
has always been understood by both of us that there will be things that we would be prepared to discuss 
and some things we will not. 

The former mainly relates to issues surrounding the Family Group Members, whether represented by 
you or otherwise. I think you will agree that we have both made tremendous efforts to ensure that we 

, provided good and caring service towards these people and rightly so. 

Website - www.hampshire.police.uk 1,~~CRIMESTOPPEilS 
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HAMPSHIRE Constabulary 

However, it has never been our position that we will be expected to identify or explain operational 
decisions or matters of sensitivity. I will, of course, consider all of your questions and reply where I can. 

Your question 1. in respect of the 1991 documents is an example of the latter which I shall therefore 
decline to discuss any further. Likewise your question 2. 

3. As indicated within the bulletin, we have communicated with Judith Cousins of the Victim Support 
Service. I think it might be useful to encourage your clients to make direct contact with them so their 
individual needs can be considered. We shall certainly seek to have the VSS present at meeting we 
arrange and I am sure they will endeavour to attend those you organize. It might be prudent to make 
contact with them yourseNes to open channels of communication. 

4. In respect of the issue of patient notes, our clinical team identified that two sets of feeder notes were 
absent from the patient notes supplied to them. Those notes have been obtained, placed on disc and 
delivered to all of the Clinical Team. They will all feature in the patient notes provided to the families. 

You lastly make a point regarding incorrect or inaccurate information being conveyed to Family Group 
Members, although no example was given. Every effort is made to ensure that accurate information is 
given. If mistakes are made and brought to our attention they will be rectified and due apology, made. 
We have previously discussed such issues and the bulletin was introduced as a consequence. If you have 
any more recent examples please bring them to my attention. 

I hope that this letter addresses the issues you have raised with me and that you find the bulletin to be 
helpful. I think that the relation between Alexander Harris and Operation Rochester is a constructive one 
which is making a positive difference to the service be are both providing. 

If I can be of any further assistance please do not hesitate to contact me 

Nigel Niven 
Detective Inspector 
Operation Rochester 

Website - www.hampshire.police.uk ~,’~mr~lrrr~’nCRIMESTOPPER: 
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Operation ROCHESTER 

Family Group Members Investigation Update Bulletin No. 3 dated 2nd November 
2003 

Family Group Meeting 11th September 2003. 

The Family Group meeting took place at Netley as per our last bulletin. In the main 

the feedback was positive. It is possible that we will hold another similar meeting 
again although not in the immediate future. Any intended meeting will be mentioned 
in good time in later bulletins. 

Investigation Team 

i- ................................................................................ i 

I announced at the Family Group Meeting. that i Code A iis 
[ 

now our Family Liaison Officer. [ ....... __C..o_d_..e_._A_. ....... ~,ill be contacting all you in the near 
future in order to personally introduce herself. Additionally, she will discuss with you 
three particular subjects. 

Clinical Team Findings - At the meeting in September, Detective Chief 
Superintendent Watts mentioned that consideration will be given as to the most 
appropriate method of informing you of the Clinical Team findings. We feel that it is 
vitally important to include your views in this process. I will be writing to you in due 

course wiot_h.s_o_me_.su_g_._g.ested options for how we can best do this. In the first instance, 
however,i ....... _C._.o_..d_e._..A_ ...... ]will discuss the subject with you in person. Please feel free to 
inform her of any early thoughts you have on how this can best be achieved. 

Identified concerns - At the beginning of our investigation many of you identified to 
members of my team what your specific concerns were in respect of the treatment 
your relatives received at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital.[ ......... _�_.0_d_~__A_ ........ jas been 
specifically asked to discuss this matter with you during her visit. So far the analysis 
by the Clinical Team has focused upon the information contained within the patient 
records. Before any decisions are made in respect of any case, account will need to 
taken of the information and concerns provided by yourselves. We therefore want to 
ensure that we have a comprehensive and up-to-date record of your concerns. This 
information will then be taken into account within the decision making process. 

Copy patient records - We are aware that some of you have based some of your 
concerns upon copies of your relatives patient records you have obtained from the 
hospital authorities. Not all of you have had sight of these records. We believe that 
you should all have this opportunity. That way, we feel, you will be able to give the 
fullest consideration to the above matter in respect of identifying your current 
concerns. To that end, we are arranging to provide you with a copy of your patient 
records. We fully understand that for some this process will be too distressing and that 
you will not want sight of your relatives patient records. Consequently, I have 
enclosed a reply note with this bulletin giving you a choice. I would be grateful if you 
could endorse this reply note as to whether or not you wish to receive a copy of your 
relatives patient records. Also enclosed is a Free Post envelope. Please give this 
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matter some consideration and send your reply back in the envelope provided. As you 
would expect, providing auch records is a costly affair. Consequently, I only intend to 
provide one set of patient records per relatives family. I would therefore be grateful if 
you could also indicate on the above mentioned reply slip which family member 
should be sent the patient records on behalf the family. If there is a reason why you 
feel more than one copy should be provided please indicate why in the ’Comments’ 
box on the reply slip. (Please note that the postage has been prepaid and no stamp is 
needed) 

Victim Support 

Some of you may recall that at the Family Group Meeting on 5th February at the 
Solent Hotel, we arranged for members of Victim Support Services to be present. 
Some of you spoke to them and some were given leaflets. We now feel that it is 
appropriate to remind you that the Victim Support Services are available to you and 
we encourage you to consider their use. We have arranged for Judith Cousins of the 
Gosport VSS to act as a central contact point and she can be contacted on 02392 
528248. Alternatively you can ring the Hampshire VSS HQ at Eastleigh on 02380 
611177. I have enclosed a VSS leaflet which outlines the services they provide which 
you may find interesting. 

Conclusion 

The work of the investigation and clinical team is ongoing. Please be assured that the 
consultative process we have engaged with you is not any anyway delaying the core 
investigation. The work of gathering analysing information continues. It has always 
been our goal, however, to work with you, the relatives. We are committed to 
involving you in the process wherever appropriate and shall continue to keep you up 
to date of developments. We shall continue to liase with Alexander Harris who 
represents some of you. Indeed, a number of the above subjects arose out of a meeting 
held with Ann Alexander in Southampton on the 30th September 2003. 

Lastly, I would like to raise an issue in respect of the media. Notwithstanding what I 
have just indicted above, what we do share with you is intended to be confidential. 
Both Ann Alexander and I have previously explained the impact reporting could have 
on the outcome of our investigation. We ourselves have a strict policy in respect of 
the media and this investigation. I would like to take this opportunity to convey my 
thanks for the discretion exercised thus far. Clearly, our ability to share information 
with you will depend on that information being treated in confidence. 

In the event of any query, please do not hesitate to contact us at our incident room at 
Park gate police station. 

Nigel Niven 
Detective Inspector 
Major Crime Department 
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o.r ~’ef: RF/LE/31243/1/9516 
Your ref: 

P~ease ask for:. ANN ALEXANDER 
Dire~t dial 0161 925 5555 

D.I Nigel Niven 
Hampshire Constabulary 
Western Area Headquarters 
12-18 Hulse Road 
Southampton 
SO15 2JX 

Alexander Harris solicitors 

16 October 2003 

Dear Nigel 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

I am writing following our recent meeting and would like to take this opportunity to thank you and 

Detective Chief Superintendent Steve Watts for giving up your time to see us. 

In respect of further action that needs to be taken, the following was agreed; 

1. You would speak to the CPS and Matthew Lohn at Field Fisher Waterhouse to discuss the 

potential conflict of interest 

2. You would ensure that notes/statements taken from the relatives are agreed and are 

accurate. It would assist if you could clarify in writing why you do not consider it necessary to 

take full statements from the remainder of our clients. 

3. You will consider how the medical records could be made available for relatives to review and 

make appropriate comments in order that the experts have as full and accurate picture as is 

possible when they are considering their views. 

4. Any substantive concerns regardingiZ.Z.~.�_-.9~e~.~.Z.Z.~ould be directed to you 

You are aware that a further meeting was held with the clients that evening to discuss the outcome of 

our meeting and also for the relatives to have an opportunity to raise any further concerns that they 

may have. Further to that meeting I have been asked to raise a number of further queries with you 

and I would be grateful if you could give these due consideration. 

1. In relation to the 1991 document, were the statements taken from the nurses taken under 

caution? If not please can you advise why not? 
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:2. To what extent and why do you consider it appropriate to have a liaison officer who is part of 

the investigative team? 

3. Please confirm that members of the victim support team will be present at any future 

meetings and that they are currently available to provide support to all clients. 

4. At our meeting you stated that all the medical records had been obtained and you will recall I 

made specific referenCe to those from Hasler Hospital. I understand from information 

provided to one of our clients that this may not actually be the case and I should therefore 

appreciate your confirmation in respect of our clients as to precisely which notes and records 

have been placed before the experts. 

There is also a general concern that there have been a number of occasions where information has 

been given to a family member, which has later turned out to be incorrect or inaccurate. Please can 

you confirm that steps are being taken to ensure that this does not recur. 

I trust that you will deal with the matters raised and I look forward to hearing your response in due 

course. 

Yours faithfully 

....................... -Co-d-e--A- ...................... , 
, 

MANAGING PARTNER 
ALEXANDER HARRIS SOLICITORS 

ann.alexander@alexanderharris.co.uk 


